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SCHNORBl!S, R.H. AND DAVID D. WEISS. 1996. Interregional competitiveness and 

diversification, Urbana III (1): 3-19. The Great Lakes economy has been strengOlened in 
OlC 1980s by OlC reemergence of manufacturing as a driving force in the U.S. economy ami 
by the increasing competitiveness of those industries in Ole Great Lakes, relative to other 
regions. In the process of becoming more competitive, Ole structure of tile Great Lakes 
economy has evolved into a more diversified economy than existed in prior years. Yet, 
compared to other regions, the Greal Lakes remains the least diversified of any regional 
economy. 

I. Presentation 

The role of the Great Lakes region as 
the industIial heartland of the nation 
has been diminishing at an alanning 
rate for many years. Since the 
beginning of the 1970s, the region has 
lost nearly one-quarter of its once 
commanding 37 percent share of the 
nation's production of goods. Even 
within the Great Lakes economy, the 
impOttance of manufacturing to the 
total output of goods and services ha'} 
been declining in every state except 
Wisconsin (Figure 1). This trend 
toward deindustrialization whether 
measured by the impOJtance of the 
region's manufactUling sector to the 
nation or to the regional economy, is a 
seriolls concel11 to policy makers 
responsible for stimulating regional 
industlial growth. At a time when the 
Free Trade Agreement wiJ] be opening 
the Great Lakes to increased competi
tion from Canadian manufacturers, 
policy makers must weigh the meIits of 

attempting to expand the region's 
dependence on manufactUting against 
nurturing new indusuies outside of the 
manufacturing sector. If the light 
choices are made, the region's slow 
spiraling decline may fmally end. 
Unfortunately, policy makers seldom 
have an analytical framework on which 
to base their choices. 

Some insights into how the 
Great Lakes economy is changing and, 
thus, how policy makers might shape 
development strategies can be gained 
by compaling structural change and 
diversification of the Great Lakes 
economy relative to other regions of 
the nation. The Great Lakes is not 
alone in expeJiencing deindustlializa
tion. New England and the Mideast 
regions have also shared in a trend 
away from a manufactuIing-based 
economy. However, even regions that 
are industlializing their economies 
share one thing in common with the 
Great Lakes-their industrial structures 
over time are becoming more like the 
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nation's, While each region has a dis
tinctive economy, regions are diversify
ing their economies. How have the 
Great Lakes' industrial structure and 
competitiveness of individual sector 
shaped the direction and pace of 
structural change and diversification? 

ferences among regions can be identi
fied. Regional specialization of a sector 
occurs when the share of a particular 
sector in a regional economy is greater 
than that sector's share of the national 
economy. 

The Great Lakes economy is 
currently specialized in two major sec-

FIGURE 1. Percent change in manufacturing share of income, 1969-88 
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II. Structural differences among regions 

As the image of an "industrial heart
land" would suggest, the structure of 
the Great Lakes economy has been 
dominated by manufacturing activity. 
Although this concentration in manu
factUling conceals a diversity of econo
mies among the stales within the 
region, there is far greater diversity 
among regions. Using nonfarm income 
shares income shares of the eleven 
major indusl1ial sectors in ] 988 (most 
recent data available), structural dif

tors durable and nondurable goods 
manufacturing. Both sectors might be 
characterized as representing a high 
degree of specialization, that is, the 
shares of income in these two regional 
sectors are more than lO percent higher 
than the sector's share for the nation as 
a whole. Of the two sectors, durable 
goods manufactUling is by far the most 
important. For example, over 20 per
cent of the region's income is deIived 
from this sector, compared to only 13 
percent nationwide. Put in a somewhat 
different perspective, 13 percent of the 
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region's income comes from producing 
the durable goods needed by the region 
(using the nation as the nonn), Thus, 
the difference between what i" 
consumed intemally and produced in 
total (i.e., the remaining 7 percent) can 
be attributed to producing durable 
goods that are exported to other 
regions and nations. The 7 percent 
coming from exports is larger than the 
share of income derived from half of 
the remaining sectors in the region and 
almost as large as the total share of the 
nondurable goods sector. Manufactur
ing activity, especially in the produc
tion of steel, autos, and capital goods, 
clearly defines the Great Lakes econo
my. 

TABLE 1. Sectors of specialization by state 

Illinois Indiana Michigan Ohio Wisconsin 
Agricultural services 
Mining 
Construction 
Nondurable goods S S HS 
Durable goods HS HS HS HS HS 
Transpor.alion and 
public utilities S 
Wholesale irade HS 
Retail trade S 
Finance. insurance 
and real estate S 
Services 
Government 

Illinois Indiana Michigan Ohio WisconSin 
AgncuWral services 
Mining 
Cons:r uction 
Nondurable goods S HS HS HS 
Durable goods S HS HS HS HS 
Transporlalion and 
publiC ulil;lies HS S 
Wholesale trade HS 
Retaillrade 
Finance. Insurance 
and real eslate HS 
Services 
Government 

Key: S= less ihJl) 10% all"'e U S. average. HS~ 10% or rnOfe abO'ie U.S. 

With lhe exception of lllinois, 
industtial structures of the Great Lakes 
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states deviate little from the regional 
average (Table 1). Led by Michigan, 
with 28 percent of its income generated 
in that sector alone, each of the five 
states displays a specialization in 
durable goods manufacturing. Michi
gan's high degree of concentration in 
durable goods leaves little room for the 
state to be specialized in any other 
sector. The other four states show 
additional specialization in nondurable 
manufactUling, but surprisingly little 
else. Among the five states, only 
illinois has managed to develop an 
economic specialization outside of 
manufactuting. 

Illinois has an economic spe
cialization in transportation and public 
utilities, wholesale trade, and finance, 
insurance and real estate. Largely due 
to its transportation network, ware
housing infrastructure, and commodity 
markets, Chicago serves the role of 
"merchant" to the rest of the region, 
exporting its business-related services 
throughout the Great Lakes states. 
Indeed, Illinois has an industIial struc
ture more similar to New England-the 
epitome of the Yankee trader-than to 
the Great Lakes region. 

In fact, every other region of 
the nation has a broader base of 
specialization than the Great Lakes (as 
shown in Table 2). Each region of the 
nation has at least two indusuies in 
which it is highly specialized, and each 
has two or more additional industlies in 
which it has at least some degree of 
specialization. For example, both New 
England and the Southeast have a high 
degree of specialization in four indus
tlies and a low degree of specialization 
in three additional industries. Even the 
sparsely populated Plains and Rocky 
Mountain regions have avoided having 
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their economic fortunes concentrated producing sides of its economy, as well 
in such a narrow range of indllstlies as as two sectors with low levels of 
the Great Lakes. specialization. Both New England and 

the Southeast have above-average 
concentrations of income 

TABLE 2. Sectors of specialization by region in seven of the eleven 
industrial sectors. Howev-

New GreaL Rocky Far er, New England has more 
1970 England Mideast Lakes Plains Southeast Southwest Mountain West 

sectors with specialization 
Agricultural services 
Mining 
Construction 
Nondurable goods 
Du rable goods 
Transportation and 
public utilities 

Wholesale trade 
Retaillrade 
Finance, insurance 
and real estate 
Services 

HS HS HS HS 
HS HS HS 

S S S HS HS 
S HS HS 

HS HS 

S HS S HS 
S HS HS S 

HS S S HS 

S S 
HS HS 

HS 	 in the service-producing 
side of its economy, while 
the Southeast has more 
specialization on the 
goods-producing side of 
its economy. The Plains 

S tends to be linked to 
agriculturally related 

HS actlvItles, ranging from 
agricultural services toNew Great Rocky 

Eng.land Mideasl Lakes Plams Southeast Soulhwest Mountain West food processing. Finally, 

Agricultural services 
Mining 
Construction 
Nondurable goods 
Durable goods 
Transportation and 
public utilities 

Wholesale Irade 
Retail trade 
Finance, insurance 
and real estate 
Services 
Government 

HS S S 
HS 

HS S 
S HS HS HS 

HS HS 

HS HS 
S S HS 
S S S 

HS HS 
S HS 

HS 

Key: So less than 10% abcNB U.S. av€fage HSoIO% or more ab<Ne U.S. 

Despite greater diversity than 
the Great Lakes, all regions have re
tained distinctive economies. The Mid
east, reflecting the dominance of New 
York City and (to a lesser extent) 
Philadelphia, is clearly a service econo
my. with a high degree of specialization 
in L1nancial institutions and services 
industlies. Still the Mideast retains 
some specialization in nondurables and 
wholesale trade. The Far West has a 
high degree of specialization in sectors 
on both the goods and the service-

S HS 
the Southwest and Rocky 

HS HS Mountains reflect both re-
S S gion' rich oil and other 

S 	 mineral resources. 
The specialization 

S HS at the sector level fails to 

S S S reveal the scope of 
diversity that exists among 

HS regions at the more 
HS S detailed industry level. 

. The durable goods sector 
in the Grea"t Lakes, for exam pie, is 
entirely dilIerent from the durable 
goods sector in New England. Yet, one 
need not display a mountain of detail in 
order to identify a region's key 
industlies. By going down to the two
digit level of industrial classification, 
the regions can be well defined by their 
lOp five indusllies of specialization 
(Table 3). In the Great Lakes region 
four of its top five specialties can be 
found in durable goods manufactming. 
which essentially detines its industlial 
complex of steel, autos, and machine 
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tools. The Far West's dislinct 
association with Holly-wood, Boeing, 
and mineral resources can also easily be 
identified in this fashion. The Plains' 
resources arc di -reeled towards the 
processing and handling of food. Both 
the Southwest and the Rocky 
MounLain regions are heavily focused 
on natural resources, retlected in their 
specialization in min-jng. The 
Southeast centers on the nation's 
tobacco, textile, and furniture 
industries. And the Presence of Wall 
Street and Washington, D.C. is rc
nected in the Mideast specialization in 
secUlity brokers and museums. Only 
New England, which hosts so many 
specialized sectors, fails to be suitably 
represented by its top fi ve industries 

TABLE 3. Industrial specialization by region: 

Top 5 ranking5 


New Southeast 

Fls~enes 

Leather and leather products 
Misc. manuiactunng 
Instruments and related products 
Educational services 

Mideast 
Securities & commodiUes 
brokers and services 
Local and interurban passenger transit 
Educallonal services 
Museums, botanical, zoological gardens 
Other linanclal, hsurance, & real stale 

Great Lakes 

Tobacco manufacturers 
Textile mill prod ucts 
Coal mining 
Forestry 
Furniture and I,xtures 

and gas extracl!on 
Pipelines except r.atural gas 
Metal mining 
Petroleum and coal products 
Heavy construction contractors 

Rocky Mountains 

(however, the presence of Hartford, 
Connecticut emerges with the region's 
sixth most specialized industry-
insurance caIl'iers). 

For virtually every region, the 
top five industties have dominated 
since at least the beginning of the 
1970s. If regions have not lost their 
historical identity, how have they been 
changing over time? Have they been 
building on their economic strengths 
and becoming more speciaJized, or 
have they moved toward a more 
balanced economy? 

III. Structural change in the 1970s and 
19805 

Industlial structures of regions are not 
etched in stone; economic forces from 

within and from outside the 
region change how the region's 
resources are allocated in the 
production of goods and services 
for both internal consumption and 
for export. Fundamental changes 
Lo structure can take decades or 
more to occur. But minor shifts 
are continuously (Kcuning as an 
essential part of the evolutionary 
process of change. Patterns or 
change among regions provide 
some insight') into the future 
structure of regions. 

The structure of the Great 
Motor vehicles and equipment 
Primary metals 
Fabncated metal 
Pubber ana m'sc. p:astlcs 
Macninery except electrical 

Plains 
Plpe!ines excep! natural gas 
Railroad transportation 
Metal min,rg 
Leather and leat~er products 
Food and klrdred products 

Metal mimng 
Coal mining 
Nonmeta;k minerals except fuels 
011 and gas extraction 
Railroad transportation 

FarWesl 

Transportation equipment 
except molor vehicles 
Flsrlsr:9s 
Forestry 
Lumtler and wood products 

Lakes economy has hardly gone 
untouched by the forces of 
change. In some respects, the 
region has been following a 
pattern similar to all regions. 
Consider, for example, how the 
Great Lakes' indusuial structure 
of J970 differs from what it is 
today. Twenty years ago, durable 
goods manufacturing was not 
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only the largest sector in the Great 
Lakes region, but the only sector in 
which it held any kind of economic 
specialization. Even now that the 
services industry has surpassed durable 
goods manufactuJing as a share of total 
income, the region is still no specialized 
in services. However, the region has 
seen the emergence of its second sector 
of specialization-nondurable goods 
manufacturing. 

A broadening specialization of 
the region's industrial hase to include 
both durable and nondurables would 
seem an obvious direction for the Great 
Lakes region to take-the region has 
built upon its historic strengths. But, 
while some regions have followed a 
similar pattern of altering their struc
tures by building on their strengths, 
others have changed in entirely differ
em ways. For example, while the Great 
Lakes was expanding within manu
facturing, the Southeast was adding a 
new specialization in transportation and 
public utilities, perhaps retlecting the 
emergence of Atlanta as a major airline 
hub. At the same time, the Far West 
was shining from service-related sec
tors to goods-producing sectors. As 
the Far West has grown rapidly (it now 
represents roughly one-sixth of the 
national economy), it appears to have 
become less dependent on government 
services, while developing a specializa
tion in construction and durable goods 
production in the 1980s compared to 
the 1970s. New England made the 
biggest adjustment, however, devel
oping new specializations in both 
manufacturing and service-related 
sectors. In 1970, New England was 
highly specialized in only two sectors 
(durables and services) and had some 
degree of specialization in three other 

sectors. But by 1988, New England 
was highly specialized in four sectors 
and had some degree of specialization 
in three others. 

Among the four remaining 
regions, two-the Rocky Mountains and 
the Southwest-substantially reduced 
the number of sectors in which they 
had previously developed specializa
tions. In 1970, the Rocky Mountains 
had a high degree of specialization in 
six sectors-three in both goods
producing and service-producing activ
ities. By 1988, the region had lost it.;; 
specialization in nondurable goods 
manufacturing and wholesale trade. And 

FIGURE 2. Index of structural change trends 
by region 
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of the remammg five sectors, it was 
reduced to only two (mining and 
transportation) that qllalil1ed as highly 
specialized sectors. The Southwest also 
began 1970 with specialization in seven 
of the eleven sectors, with five having a 
high degree of specialization. By 1988, 
the region had lost two of its special
ized sectors (one in both the goods
producing and service-producing activ
ities), and of its five remaining sectors 
only two were highly specialized. In 
both cases, the high-growth years 
duJing the "energy boom" of the 1970s 
appear to have given way to the 
"energy bust" years of the 1980s, 
accompanied 'by a decline in resources 
devoted to construction and trade 
activities relati ve to the nation. 

IV, The pace of structural change 

Indllstlial transformation among re
gions proceeded at different rates, 
which seems to bear little relationship 
to their structures in 1970 (Figure 2), 
For example, the two fastest changing 
regions, Mideast and Rocky 
Mountains, could not have been more 
different in their structural makeup. 
The Mideast region in 1970 was highly 
specialized in nondurable goods 
manufactUling and services, while the 
Rocky Mountains specialized in natural 
resources. The slowest changing 
region, the Plains, would seen to have 
far more in common with the Rocky 
Mountains region than with the 
Southwest region, which had the 
second slowest rate of change over the 
period. The Great Lakes ranked about 
in the middJe (fifth out of eight 
regions). Interestingly, however, mllch 
of its structural change occurred in the 
19805, which was a period thal began 

Cell/ro AREA, UDEM' 

with two severe back-to-back reces
sions. Indeed, recessions have always 
been a catalyst for change, 

Three regions experienced 
marked accelerations in their rates of 
structural change in the 19805, relative 
to their rates in the 1970s~~the Great 
Lakes, New England, and Mideast 
regions (Table 4), Among these three, 
New England's ranking shifted the 
least, moving from fifth in the I 970s to 
third in the 1980s, while the Great 
Lakes and Mideast regions shifted the 
most, moving from the bottom two 
positions to second and first places 
respectively among the eight regions. 

TABLE 4. Rate of structural change-ranking 
by regions 

1969-88 

New England 5 3 3 
Mideast 7 
Plains 6 7 8 
Southeast 3 4 4 

Southwest 2 8 7 
Rocky mountains 5 2 
Far West 4 6 6 

In general, the more mature and 
recession-vulnerable regions of the 
nation generated the greatest amount 
of internal change during the last 
decade. New England's sensitivity to 
recession was less obvious than in the 
Great Lakes because of its rapid 
growth in the "high-tech" industlies, 
where cyclical factors were swamped 
by a strong growth trend derived partly 
from the federal policy to re-anTI the 
militmy. 

These three regions were also 
the same regions that were undergoing 
deindustIialization within their own 
economics. In contrast, those regions 
lhat were in the process of industrializ
ing appear LO have slowed their rate of 
change dUling that decade. Moreover, 
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the rate of change seems to be inde
pendent of the degree or type of eco
nomic specialization in the region at the 
beginning of the 1970s. In general, it 
would appear that industlialization is a 
much slower process than deindustriali
zation, and recessions could retard the 
one and accelerate the other. 

At the more disaggregated 
industry level of acti vity, the underlying 
sources of structural change are sur
plisingly similar among regions. In 
vi11uaUy every state, the share of 
income from business services and 
health services made the greatest 
absolute contribution to structural 
change, increasing in every region 
between 1970 and 1988. Beyond those 
two industIies, most regions altered 
their industrial structures by lowering 
theil' concentrations in their industries 
of specialization. The Great Lakes 
region, for example, sharply decreased 
its concentration in the industries that 
comprise its durable goods sector. A 
similar pattern was followed by each of 
the states in the Great Lakes region 
and by other regions as slow growing 
manufactming industIies were 
supplanted by faster growing service
related indusuies. Thus, while some 
regions have been able to build on past 
strengths, most regions were 
expeliencing the same forces of 
economic change that have been 
shifting the national economy away 
from manufactUling and towards 
service-related industlies over time. 

Stl1lctural change within the 
Greal Lakes region shows almost as 
much variety as the compaIison among 
regions(Figure 3). lllinois and Ohio 
underwent the most structural change 
since 1970, well ahead of the other 

three states. But it was illinois and 
tv1ichigan, two slales with different 

FIGURE 3. SEA personal income structural 
change 
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industrial structure, that showed the 
most acceleration in the rate of change 
from the 1970s to the 1980s. 
Wisconsin and Indiana, both of which 
typically had the strongest growth in 
employment and output among the 
Great Lakes states, experienced the 
least amount of structural change. In 
contrast, Illinois and Michigan were the 
two states with the weakest overall 
employment and output perfonnance in 
the Great Lakes (and even the nation), 
particularly in the 1980s. 

Structural change seems to be 
more a condition of economic weak
ness and decline than of economic 
vitality. But to what end is all this 
structural change directed? Clearly. 
from the above data, regional econo
mies are not falling back on their 
historical strengths but are developing 
new specializations. But is this broader 
specialization making each region 
uniquely different in terms of its 
indusl1ial structure, or is it making 
regions more homogeneous? 
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V. Diversification trends among regions 

Diversification is a measure of income 
distlibution relative to a national norm. 
The more like the nation the region is, 
the more diversHied its economy is 
considered to be. The underlying 
assumptjon here is that the national 
economy has a "perfecL" balance of 
industlies in order to meet all its 
internal needs for goods and services. 
Diversification measures the difference 
between an indusu)" s share of a 
regional economy and the national 
economy-the bigger the difference 
summed over all indusuies, the less 
diversified the region. 

TABLE 5. Comparisons of diversification 
ranking by region-

Degrees of F,ate of 
diversilication diverSification 
1969 1988 1969-68 

New 2 2 
~ideast 7 4 1 
Great Lakes 1 7 
Pialns 8 7 3 
Southeast 3 5 4 
Soutnwest 6 8 6 
Rocky Mountain 2 3 8 
Far West 4 6 5 

* 1 represents the leas! dIversifIed or the least change In dlverSl!lcahon 

The single most striking feature 
among all the regions of the nation is 
their persistent trend toward diversili
cation (as shown by the downward 
trend in the index of diversification, 
Figure 4). All eight regions ended the 
1980s with more diversified economies 
than the ones they started with in 
1970s. The Great Lakes region began 
the 1970s as the least diversified 
economy in the nation and remained 
the least diversified throughoLlt the 
1970s and 1980s (Table 5). However, 
the Great Lakes region had the 
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distinction of undergoing among the 
most diversification of any region. The 
Plains started the 1970s as the most 
diversified regional economy, but 
underwent the least amount of 
diversification of any region over the 
entire peliod of the 1970s and 1980s. 
The Southwest ended the 1980s with 

FIGURE 4. Index of diversification-trends by 
region 
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the most diversified regional economy. 
Although the Great Lakes underwent 
about as much diversification as the 
Southwest over the period, the Greal 
Lakes region started with the least 
amount of diversification and thus 
remained less diversiiied than most 
other regions. 

While the trend among regions 
was definitely toward diversification, 
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three different patterns were followed. 
Some regions, such as the Great Lakes, 
followed a fairly steady trend toward 
greater di versification. Some regions, 
notably the Southwest and Plains, seem 
to have nattened out during the late 
1970s and early 1980s, but these were 
regions that hegan with relatively more 

. diversification than most other regions. 
Finally, some regions, particularly New 
England and the Mideast, were actually 
moving towards less diversified econo
mies for an extended period in the late 
1970s and the early 1980s. 

New England was perhaps an 
anomaly from the general trend toward 
diversit1cation. The industries that 
appear to be contIibuting the most to 
the move toward increased speciali
zation dming the early 1980s were 
concentrated in construction and 
government. Given the rapid growth 
that New England was experiencing 
dming that period, the growth in these 
two sectors may represent unbalanced 
or excessive growth. The demand for 
construction and greater govemment 
services may have been generated by 
real economic growth, but its rapid 
pace was not sustainable. Many of the 
current problems in the region may 
have begun dLlling this peIiod. 
Weakening property values in the 
19708 may be the result of overbuilding 
and unsustainable levels of govemment 
spending in the 1980s. 

The source of much of the 
Great Lakes' diversification can be 
found in two states-Ohio and 
Michigan (Figure 5). Michigan began 
the 1970s with by far the least 
diversified economy in the region 
While it also ended the 1980s with the 
least ~iversified economy within the 
region, Michigan had moved most 

rapidly toward diversification. Michi
gan ' s high degree of specialization in 
durable goods manufacturing would 
seem to make it a logical candidate for 
substantial diversification. But Michigan 

FIGURE 5. Index of diversification-trends by 
state 
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is interesting because its rate of 
structural change was not that 
distinctive. What change did occur was 
in the right industries to generate 
diversification in the region, relative to 
the structural changes that were 
occuning at the national level. 

Although much less extreme 
than Michigan, Ohio was a major 
contributor to the region's diversifi
cation. Ohio was about average for a 
Great Lakes state with respect to it'} 
degree of diversification in 1970. By 
the end of the 1980s, the state had 
moved toward the lower end of the 
ranking in terms of diversification. 
Thus, while it was less heavily 
specialized in manufactUling industries 
than Michigan, Ohio was able to 
accomplish as much improvement in its 
diversity as Michigan. 
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At the other extreme, Wiscon
sin started the 1970s with an economy 
almost as diversified as Ohio's, but 
retained the same degree of diversity 
throughout the 1970s and J980s.. Its 
structural change was slow, changing 
in lock step with changes in industrial 
mix at the national level. Structural 
change had a neutral effect on the 
Wisconsin economy. leaving it as much 
different than the nation as in 1970. 

Of the tInal two states, I1linois 
remained highly diversified and Indiana 
remained relatively specialized. That 
Illinois should retain its broad base of 
specialil.ed indusuies over the peliod is 
less surprising than the fact that Indiana 
has failed to diversitIed away from itl) 
historic specializations of steelmaking 
and auto parts supplier. Despite 
impressive growth of service-related 
industlics in the Indianapolis area, 
Indiana has made little progress in 
diversifying its economy relative to the 
nation. Pan of the reason may be found 
in the decision to invest heavily in 
modemizing steel mills in the Gary 
area, thereby concentrating the indus
try's production capacity in the central 
part of the nation. Whether Indiana will 
be beller off being tied to the steel and 
auto industlies than by being more 
broadly diversified will depend on how 
sllccessful those industIies are in 
capturing market share against global 
competitors. If these industJies fail to 
keep pace with market growth, their 
importance to the state economy will 
fade and other more competitive 
indllstIies will take their place. Ulti
mately, it is the competitive advantages 
that detel111ine how much and how 
quickly a state or regional economy 
will diversify over time. 

VI. Competitive advantage and the 
diversification process 

In order for structural change to lead 
to diversification in every region, some 
movement away from historical spe
cializations must occur. The income 
growth from service-related industIies 
in regions with below-average concen
trations in service-related industlics 
must grow at faster rates than in 
regions with high income concentra
rions in service-related industries. 
Similarly, regions with high concentra
tions of income from manufacturing 
industJics, as in the case of the Great 
Lakes, must have lower rates of 
growth in their industlies of speciaJiza
rion than in regions rhat are not 
specialized in manufacturing industIies. 
Thus, some regions must be industIia
lizing while others are deindustria
lizing-~which is exactly whar has been 
happening in the last two decades. 

The key to a regional industry's 
growth perfonnance relative to its 
national counterpart is irs competitive 
advantage. HistOIically, competitive 
advantage in manufactLning has been 
associated with such factors as location 
of narural resources an high transpor
tation costs. Such Iocational advan
tages explain much of the Great Lakes 
specialization in the durable goods 
industry, especially steel with its access 
to iron ore in Minnesota and coal in 
West Virginia and Pennsylvania. Over 
a shorter time hOllzon, competitive ad
vantage may be associated with 
relatively low labor costs or high pro
ductivity, access Lo expanding markets, 
and desirable amenities (such as walm 
climate, good schools, and cultural 
activities). Agglomerations of manufac
turing industlies lowered the transpor

http:specialil.ed
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tation costs of acquiring intcl111Cdiate 
components and basic matelials. 

Both long-term and short-term 
competitive advantages can gradually 
deteriorate. While low labor costs may 
have at one tie attracted manuractllling 
industIies to the Great Lakes, high 
labor costs today arc contlibuting to 
the decline in the region's manufac
turing sectors. Similarly, the introduc
tion of new technologies can weaken 
histOlical competitive advantages. For 
example, the introduction of cheaper 
fOl111S of transportation, sllch as 
interstate highway systems, can reduce 
the advantage of locatin 

'- b
(f near markeL,,> 

or natural resources. Less is known 
about competitive advantages among 
services. Certainly, climate has bene
tIled the development. of retirement 
centers in Florida and the growth of the 
health and personal service industries 
to serve that population. But service
related industries, such as insurance 
and banking, have also sprung lip in 
Indianapolis, Indiana, and Columbus, 
Ohio, which offer no self-evident 
advantage over a host of comparably 
sized cities around the nation. Never
theless, above-average growth iL~1f 

can serve as a measure of competitive 
advantage of a region and can serve as 
a guide to how competitiveness L<; 
conuibuting to di versification. Identify
ing the net contrihutions of competitive 
advantage from all industries to a 
region's growth, as distinct from 
industrial mix, reveals a pattern of 
negative contributions in the deindus
trializ.ing parts of the nation and 
positive contrihutions in the indus
trializing parl"> of the nation (Table 6). 

In the Great Lakes region, a 
lack 0 r com petiti veness has been 
detrimental to the growth of income. 

On average, over 80 percent of its 
induslIies were growing more slowly 
than their industry counterparts in 
other regions both in the 1970s and 
1980s. In 19708, income losses due to 

competitive disadvantages offset the 
gains from having a favorable industrial 
structure. This cost the region $21 bil-

TABLE 6. Net contributions to regional 
grovvth 

Compe!!\ive Industnal Competitive Industrial 
Effects mix e!!ects effects mix effects 

N&N ++ + 


Mdeffit + + + 


Greal Lake; + 


Ptlins + 


S:xJtl"laalt +t ++ 


S:xJthwest ++ + 


Ro::kyMMilin ++ + 


FaJW!1Sl ++ + ++ + 


Key: +,' = Nel cmtriw:loo (poSI~,e Q! nogalve) less !han 10% 

H,- Netcon!fll).JWn 10% (X mae 

lion (not adjusted for int1alion) in 
income that could have been earned in 
1979 ir only the region's industties had 
grown at the same rate as their 
counterparts nationally. Income would 
have been 6 percent higher than it was 
actually was in 1979 with the shortfall 
attributed to competitive disadvan
tages. Somewhat surprising, however, 
was the fact that pIimary metals and 
transportation equipment other than 
motor vehicles showed competitive 
strength during this period. By 1988, 
competitive disadvantages over the 
previous eight years cost the Great 
Lakes $57 billion (not adjusted for 
il1l1ation). Otherwise, income would 
have been 11 percent higher than it was 
in 1988. The only industry to retain il<; 
competitive advantage from the 1970s 
was the relatively small apparel 
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industlY. Most of the other indusuics 
with a competitive advantage in the 
1980s were linked to transpOltation 
services. 

. DUling the 1970s, only two 
other regions experienced income 
losses due to competitive disadvan
tages-New England and the Mideast. 
Both regions share with the Great 
Lakes some of the heaviest deindustri
alization in the nation during the 1970s. 
The Mideast region was hardest hit, 
with income in 1979 20 percent below 
what it would have been if the region's 
indusuies had grown at the same pace 
as their national counterparts. Cer
tainly, part of that loss was the rapid 
decline of the steel industry in 
Pennsylvania (particularly Pittsburgh) 
and its supporting indusuies, such ali 
fabIicated metals, machinelY, and min
ing. In contrast to the Great Lakes, 
however, only about half of the 
industlies in the Mideast region were 
hurt by competitiveness factors. Many 
industries on the service side of its 
economy managed to equal or exceed 
the growth achieved nationally by those 
industIies. A good example may be the 
transformation of the Pittsburgh econo
my from a steel town to a regional 
financial center. While not as large as it 
once was relative to other cities in the 
nation, Pittsburgh has found a way to 
offset some of the loss of its steel 
exporL" by exporting financial services. 

~ew England was an exception 
dllJing the 1970s in that its overall 
competitive disadvantages were am
plified ny an unfavorable mix of 
industIies. New England's income in 
1979 would have been anollt 10 
percent higher without it competitive 
problems and another 1 percent higher 
if its mix of industIies had not been 
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weighted towards the more mature, 
slow growing industries nationally. 
With over 75 percent of its industries 
suffering competitive problems, it is 
interesting to note the major sources of 
competitive strength in the New 
England economy-insurance carriers, 
instruments, electronic components, 
and transpoltation equipment excluding 
motor vehicles. The insurance carrier 
industry has been the traditional 
strength of the region. But in the 
remaining three industries were the 
underpinnings of the "Massachusetts 
Miracle"-the emergence of the 
defense and "high-tech" industIies. 
Even in these industries, the ContI1
bution of the region's competitive 
advantage was small compared to the 
contribution that indusuial mix made. 
In other words, much of the industIies' 
growth in New England must be 
attributed simply to the fact that those 
industries were growing rapidly in the 
nation and New England was able to 
keep up with that growth. 

TABLE 7. Proportion of regional industries 
with competitive advantage 

1970s 19805 
New England 21% 70% 
Mideast 4 50 
Great Lakes 18 17 
Planes 49 24 
Southeast 84 30 
Southwest 88 43 
Rocky Mountain 89 36 
Far West 79 24 

As the nation took on the image 
of a bi-coastal economy in the 1980s, 
the Plains and Rocky Mountains 
regions joined the Great Lakes as the 
only net losers from competitive 
disadvantage. However, the role of 
competitiveness diminished substantial
ly from the 1970s for most regions 
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(Table 7). For example, the Rocky 
Mountain region had nearly 90 percent 
of its industlies growing faster than 
their national counterparts in the 
1970s, but less than 40 percent in the 
1980s, The exceptions were the New 
England and the Mideast regions, 
which went from among the weakest in 
overall competitiveness to the 
strongest. 

TABLE 8, Net contributions to state growth 

1970s 1960s 
Compelitive Industrial Competitive Industrial 

Effects 
Illinois + + 
Indiana 

Michigan + 

Ohio + + 

Wisconsin + + 


Key: +,' Net coolnt:.Jboo (po~tive ()( negabve) l€Ss l1an 10% 

H, - ~ Net conint:.Jbon 10% ()( m()(e. 

For the Great Lakes, virtually 
all of the industries that were com
petitively weak in the 1970s continued 
to be weak in the 1980s (Table 8). 
Among the industties that were 
competitively strong in the 1970s, only 
apparel in the nondurables sector and 
transp0rLation services continued to 
show competitive strength in the 
1980s. Other industIies that emerged 
with competitive strengths were con
centrated in two sectors: first, the non
durables sector, with lumber, leather, 
textiles, and furniture· (consistent with 
the rise of the nondurahles sector as an 
area of specialization) and second, the 
transportation sector, with air, water, 
and pipelines. In contrast, industries 
that lost their competitive advantage in 
the 1980s were from virtually every 
sector of the region's economy-from 
health services to primary metals. 

Within the Great Lakes region, 
Wisconsin was a notable exception to 
the dominance of competitive disad
vantage among industties. Half of all of 
its industries were growing faster than 
their national counterparts dUling the 
1970s and one-third were competi
tively strong in the 1980s. Moreover, 
one-third of the competitively strong 
industties in the 1980s can'jed their 
competitive strength over from the 
1970s. Indeed, dLIling the 1970s, 
Wisconsin was the only Great Lakes 
state where competitiveness made a 
positive contribution to economic 
growth. 

VII. Linking diversification with regional 
policy making 

The role of a region's industIial com
petitiveness in diversifying its economy 
is intuitively straightforward. Holding 
everything else constant, if an industry 
in which the region is specialized is 
growing slower than its national coun
terpart, its share of the regional econ
omy would decline relative to the in
dustry's share of the national economy 
resulting in the region's economy being 
more diversified. Eventually, if the 
poor competitive perfol1nance contin
ued, the industry could lose its speciali
zation status. Similarly, if the region is 
nonspecialized in a particular industry 
that is growing faster in the region than 
in the nation, its share of the regional 
economy would rise relative to the 
nation, As the indUSlry's share of the 
regional economy dses, it would also 
have the effect of diversifying the 
regional economy. 

The process is more complex 
than suggested because both competi
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tiveness and industrial mix interact to 
detel11line what industries contribute 
the most to a region's overall growth 
performance. In the case of the 1970s, 
the disLribmion of competitive advan
tages among regions was so skewed 
toward southem and westem regions 
that competitive advantages per se 
could play only a minor role in regional 
di versification. That is, in the northeast 
quadrant of the nation, most indusuies 
were growing slower that their national 
counterparts. Whether an indusu'y was 
highly specialil'2d or highly nonspecial
ized, it was likely to be growing slower 
than the same industry in other regions. 
While below-average industry growth 
among specialized indusuies would 
move the region's induslIial structure 
toward diversification, its nonspecial
ized industries, also with below
average growth, would be moving 
away from diversi11cation. Regardless, 
whether the region achieved a more 
diversified economy would depend on 
relative competitive peli'ormance, that 
is, whether the slow- growing special
ized industJies were contlibLlting less 
growth to the region than Lhe slow
growing nonspecialized industries. 

For policy makers seeking to 
diversify their regional economies, the 
ptimary objective is straightfOlward. 
Find ways to improve the competitive 
strengths of regional industIies. The 
improvement can come from a direct 
subsidy that reduces operating costs, 
such as tax breaks or low-interest 
loans. Or, the improvement can come 
from an indirect subsidy, sLIch as better 
roads and olher infraSll1lclure improve
ments. Although in bOlh insLances 
hi gher taxes to finance the su bsidy can 
be dCllimcntal Lo all 111l11S in the region, 
Lhe second case has the potential 
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advantage of being accessible to many 
films. Essentially, a competitive envi
ronment is created for everyone in the 
region. However, the benefits created 
by such a policy in Lenns of additional 
jobs and eamings become difficult, if 
not impossible, to measure. The first 
case has the advantage of being 
delivered only to selected films where 
the returns to the policy can be 
measured in tenns of additional jobs 
and earnings. The problem is to 
detelmine how to choose what films 
are to receive the targeted benefits, or 
perhaps to find betler ways of 
measming indirect benefits. 

To many regional policy 
makers, the widely touted goal of 
diversification means to move away 
from declining industries of the past 
and toward high-growth industdes of 
the future. What can easily be lost in 
the process is the possibility that future 
growth industties may not have a 
competitive advantage in a particular 
region an will require heavy subsidiza
tion to survive, much less attain a 
competitive advantage against regions 
with a natural competitive advantage. 
And even that assumes that the policy 
makers are successful at forecasting 
what the high-growth industIies of the 
future are going to be. 

The goal of diversification itself 
is debatable. In its truest sense, 
diversification improves the chances of 
the region to grow at the national 
average. If a region already has a 
favorable mix of industries that on 
average are growing fasler than the 
naLion, diversification will mean 
moving toward Slow-growth indusuies 
and slower overall growth for the 
region. Even regions with an unfavor
able mix of industIies may find high
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growth industries bring undesirable 
trails with them, such as higher cyclical 
vulnerability for the region. 

Thus, the objecti ve of the 
policy maker must be shaped by 
multiple cliteria that can rank the 
attractiveness of an industry. National 
growth rates of industries is one 
cIiterion by which industties can be 
ranked. Cyclical sensitivity is another 
criterion. Relative competitiveness 
within the region is a third possibility. 
Other criteria exist, but these three can 
illustrate how the selection process can 
work. Suppose that the policy maker 
wants to maximize growth, but also 
wants to minimize cyclical swings in 
the region's economy_ The best 
combination of indusuies to target will 
be detelmined by a new ranking of 
industries derived from a weighted 
combination of each industry's rank by 
growth and cyclical sensitivity. The 
weights can vary subjectively, accord

,ing to how much impOltance the policy 
maker places on a "recession-proof" 
economy. Or a policy maker can try Lo 
select competitively strong industties 
that are relatively cycle free. Again, it 
would be some weighted average of 
industries in the region with com
petitive strength and low cyclical 
sensitivity. Any number of separate 
crileria can be used to make the final 
selection of industIies that will best 
meet the long-term objectives of the 
policy maker. 

The structural change and 
diversification of a regional economy is 
a complex process with limited oppor
tunities for intervention by policy 
makers. Each region is unique, under
going its own internal changes leading 
to a common end-more balanced and 
self-sufficient regional economies. In 

the process of structural change and 
diversification, competitiveness is a 
critical element that must be factored 
into any policy consideration. The key 
to successful policy making is identi
fying and understanding a region's 
competitive advantages and trying to 
build upon those advantages. 
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API'ENDlX 1 

Diversification index 

This is an annual income based diversification index, There 

are three subscripts, representing, location, industry and time: 

L; IIINCjINC,,,H(lNCus,,-INC,,,iI (lNCusn·INC,,,lll 

Where INC Income 

region 

US United States 

2 digit SIC industry 

T total nonagricultural sector 
year 

The region is subtracted from the United States numbers so as 
not to bias the index towards large regions, 
This index relates each industry's share of income to the 
national average, Having a share 1% below the industry's 
national average has an equivalent effect on the index as a 
share 1% above the national average. So if many of a region's 
industries are highly specialized or non specialized, then the 

index will be,large. If most of a region's industries have a 
share of income close to the national average, then the index 

will be small. The possible range of the index is zero to two, 

location quotient 

The location quotient is an annual measure of the concentra· 
lion of a region's income relative to the United States, The 
three subsripts identify region, industry and time. 

iINCjINC,,,l/IINCvs,/INCvs,,) 

Where INC 

US 

T 

Income 
region 
United States 
industry 

Total nonagricultural sector 

year 

If an industry's share of income is equivalent to the national 
share then the location quotient is equal to one, If an industry 

is concentrated in a region, its share of income in the region is 

larger than the industry's share of national income, then the 

location quotient is greater than one. If the industry is not 
concentrated in the region, then the location quotient is 
between zero and one, 

Shift share 

Relative gain or loss is the actual change in jobs for an industry 
within a region minus the change that would have occurred if 
the industry had the same share of income and same growth 
rate as it did at the national level. 

Relative loss GR': INC,~- GR ,: INCH,••u

Where INC Income 

GR growth 
region 

US United States 
industry 

T total 
0 , = beginning of period 

end of period 
INCH hypothetical income 

INCH,•• : INCuM ' UNC'T/INCUS,.) 

Relative loss can be divided into three categories, competitive 
effect. industry mix effect and a!locative effect, which sum to 
relative loss. 

Competitive effects (GR" - GRu,,) INCH,,,, 
Mix effect UNC".-INCH, .. )· GRu~ 
Allocative effects (GRd GA ,,) * ilNC,~ . INCH, ..)u

In percentage growth rate terms 

Relative loss GR" - INCH,JINC,~ 
Competitive effect (GA" - GRu"lINCH".nNC, .. 

Mix effect (INC,.. INCH,.i *GRvsilNC,iO 

Allocative effect (GR" - GRv,,) • (l·INCHjINC".) 


Index of structural change 
--~~--------------

The structural change index is a cumulative measure 01 change 

based on 2 digit SIC income, The index is region specific and 

has two subscripts, the industry and year. 

1:, I (lNC"IlNCT,i - (lNC~,IINCT..11 

Where INC Income for the region 

2 digit SIC industry 

T total nonagricultural sector 

t year 

69 base year 

This index compares an industry's share of total income to its 

share at the beginning of the period (19691, The larger the 

absolute change in the share of income, the larger will be the 
industry's ut(6(;t on the index. Both increasos nnd decro8sos in 

the share increase the index. 



Urban design and the use of descriptive research measures to 
determine community needs and preferences 

Jimmie L. King 

KING, JIMMIE L 1996. Urban design and Ule use of descriptive research measures to 
determine community needs and preferences. U.'bana III (1): 20-27. Descriptive resew'ell 
techniques were used to determine the needs and preferences of the people as a basis for the 
development of urban conservation plans for two communities in Mexico. This article 
provides an overview of 111e investigative process used. 

I. Presentation 

Good design is simply finding Ihe 
most appropriate Solulion to a prob
lem (Hanks, Beliston, Edwards, 
1978). 

Urban design is a continuos and dy
namic process that assists a community 
in the achievement of physical develop
ment goals that are important to both 
the individual and the community at 
large. These goals become translated 
into physical, architectural expres
sions; parks, plazas. public housing, 
central city redevelopment projects and 
infrastructure development. All too 
orten urban design occurs without the 
direct collaboration of the people of the 
community. However, the global rea- ~ 

lignment (~fpolitical thought regarding 
the demographic rights and re!Jponsi
bilities (~l man, coupled with (1) the 
redirection of financial resources, (2) 
demographic shifts, and (3) declining 
natural resources suggest thal con
temporary urban design processes must 
consider the user as a partlc]pative 
client which makes direct input and 

growth and character. Thus, if urhan 
design is to sllccessfully guide the 
transformation of our cities into people 
places then it is necessary and fitting 
that we view the people who work and 
live in the urhan centers as hoth 
stakeholders (those with and intrinsic 
interest in the events laking place) and 
as clients (those who pay for services 
or goods rendered or delivered). 

What is required is a design 
methodology in which architects and 
planners involve the people of the 
community in every phase of the urban 
design process. Seeking their opinions, 
insight, and ideas as a means of re
sponding to the needs, desires, and 
preferences of the community. A par
ticipative design strategy is essential 
when one considers that: 

1. Changing the fundamental character 
of a cityscape is difficulL and memhers 
of the community will be more inclined 
to give moral and financial support and 
even their time and labor if asked, if 
they are included in the decision mak
ing process, 

contributions to urhan design pro
2. The individual and collecUve memgrams as they direct the communities 
hers of a sector or community arc more 

20 
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familiar with the specific problems with 
which they are faced with daily and can 
provide meaningful insight into the 
solution of those problems. 

3. From a purely moral point of view, 
the people who are most affected by 
those decisions which so closely affect 
their lives should be included in the 
mechanism of urban change and devel
opment. 

4. An urban design project may win 
many international awards for design 
excellence, however the history of our 
cities is replete with examples of such 
projects which failed to fully under
stand and respond to the social, 
cultural, and/or physical needs of the 
inhabitants. The outcome often pro
duces waste inefficiency, inconven
ience, and even in some instances has 
been disastrous and hatmful to the 
welfare of man. 

II. Methodology 

Methodology is Ule way in which we 
approach problems and seek answers 
(Huck, Cormier, Bounds, 1974). 

With the aforementioned principals in 
mind, 9th semester architecture stu
dents of the Universidod de Monterrey 
have produced comprehensive and par
tial urban development plans for two 
communities in Nuevo Leon, Mexico: 
La Famo and Villa de Garcia as well 
as an urban open space plan for down

"I 

town Monterrey. In order to provide 
(a) consenslls as to community needs 
and concerns and (b) a projection of 
possible outcomes which may occur as 
a result of development, it was deter
mined that a "descl1ptive research 
methodology" would be the most ob-
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jective method of discerning the de
sired infOlmation. 

Descriptive research methods 
of investigation are simply a particular 
approach to understanding problems 
and determining what are the most 
appropriate solutions through (a) the 
use of descIiptive observations of the 
empirical world and (b) personal inter
views (Ary, COlmier, Bounds, 1984). 
With descriptive research methods the 
urban designer looks at settings and 
people in a holistic manner; people and 
their environmental setting are viewed 
together as a whole not as separate 
entities. The people must be under
stood from their own fratnes of refer
ence without the injection of bias on 
the part of the urban designer. The 
urban designer seeks not to im pose his 
or her own set of values and truths 
upon others, but rather attempts to 
understand the perspectives of all; the 
local judge, barber, butcher, policeman, 
as well as the poor, the homeless, and 
the child playing in the street. 

The descriptive reseat'ch proce
dure must be systematic, but at the 
same time, must remain t1exible 
throughout the investigation in order to 
accommodate the specific needs of the 
study. The emphasis is thus upon valid
ity, rather than reliability or replicability 
(Sandoff, 1991). 

Case study examples 

As described below and outlined in 
Figure 1, the desc11jJti ve research pro
gression used in the La Fama and Villa 
de Garda case study examples, was 
linear in sequence and circular in 
performance. At each stage of the 
research progression you must re-enter 
the loop to rel1ne and review the infor
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Figure 1. Process model for conducting descriptive Research Studies in urban design 
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be readily articulated. The descriptive 
data may also be statistically treated in 
a quantitative manner in order to deter
mine simple rankings and significant 
differences. 

6. Synthesis. The infOlmation gathered 
is synthesized and used in the fmal 
aI1icuiation of community issues, con
flicts, priorities, limitations and oppor
tunities as they relate to urban design 
and the development of short, interme
diate and long term goals. 

III. The survey instrument 

The survey instrument (partially pre
sented in Figures 2 and 3) was ran
domly administered to 300 residents in 
the Garcia case study or about 2 per
cent of the total population. The instru
ment itself was designed to measure 
opinions about the status quo. In so 
doing it was desired that the instrument 
be graphically appealing, official look
ing, as short as possible and be under
standable by those with limited reading 
abilities. As such, extensive use of 
graphic icons was made in attempt to 
add visual interest and topic identifica
tion. It was important to represent the 
graphics in a neutral manner and of 
equal graphic weight so as not to bias 
or direct the respondent. 

IV. Treatment of the data 

A semantic differential scale was used 
to give quantitative value LO the items 
presented. Mean values were used LO 

Jimmie L. King 

establish a relative, ranked order within 
each of the survey categories: satisfac
tion with public services, community 
concerns, recreational preferences and 
architectural and landscape prefer
ences. Other measures of central tend
ency; mode and median were calculat
ed as welL Finally, a t-test was used to 
compare the means of the survey cate
gories to establish significant differ
ences. Thus it was possible to translate 
levels of perceived preference and sat
isfaction; high, moderate and low. 

V. Conclusion 

Urban design is concerned with the 
overall organization of neighborhoods, 
districts and communities into a coher
ent urban tapestry. For a city to survive 
it must nourish the spirit of the people 
who live and work there. The city 
cannot be interpreted by architects and 
planners as simply a structural network 
of buildings and roads with inflexible 
meanings and interpretations. In order 
to accomplish this end, urban design 
must understand and embrace the 
vaI'ious social phenomena which 
connect people and the urban genius 
loci (spirit of place). The use of 
desctiptive research measures is one 
tool which can facilitate the return of 
the concept of community to the urban 
complex. Through descriptive research 
techniques urban design is belter able 
to give a voice to those who are all too 
often not heard. 
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Figure 2. Page 3 of the survey instrument: What are you most concerned with the Community 
of Garcfa? 
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Figure 3, Page 5 of the survey instrument: Plants, forms and textures; What is your 
preference? 
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THE VIABILITY OF MEXICAN PRODUCTION SHARING: ASSESSING 
THE FOUR Cs OF STRATEGIC FIT 

Stanley E. Fawcett 
Anthony S. Roath 

FAWCETT, STANLEY E. AND ANTHO",Y S. ROA1R I996. The viability of Mexican production 

sharing: assessing the four Cs of strategic fit, Urbana III (I): 28-42. This article presents a 

perspective based on how firms view the competitive influence of Mexican production on 

Uleir manufacturing and marketing strategies. The study presents an approach to evaluating 

foreign direct investment opportunities based on their impact on global operating 

perfonnancc. This evaluation considers the compatibility between the host country's 

advantages WiUl the foreign finn's investment rationale. The altactiveness of a country as an 

investment location is detennined by assessing how manufacturing operations will 

complement existing worldwide operations (configuration) as well as how easily they can be 

illlegrated into the firm's overall global value-added system (coordination) on a day-lo-day 

producing basis (control). The viability of Mexico as an investment location is examined 

using Ulis framework. The study finds that firms that carefully consider the issues of 

compatibility, configuration, coordination and control tend to achieve satisfactory levels of 

performance in Mexico. By contrast, finns that leave one or more of this issues unexamined 

often close down operations within the first three years. 


I. Introduction trading relationship between the U.S. and 
Mexico, oppOltunities for manufacturing 

Coordinated global manufactming has investment in Mexico looked very favor
become an important strategic issue for able. Indeed, the first six months follow
companies throughout the indusuialized ing the initiation of NAFfA in January of 
world. By taking advantage of world 1994 witnessed a 16.4 percent increase in 
wide resources -particularly inex U.S. exports to Mexico while Mexican 
pensive labor- finns in Europe, Japan, exports to the U.S. rose by 21 percent 
and the U.S. are able to compensate for (Lucey 1994). Unfortunately, the subse
high domestic wage rates and improve quent peso clisis of December 1994 
their overall cost position (Roth, 1994; altered the trading relationship between .~. 

Sapsford, 1994). Among the many loca the two countties, damaging U.S. inves
Jtions used in these international division tor confidence and greatly reducing the 

of-labor strategies, Mexico has received purchasing power of Mexican con
much attention over the past 15 years sumers. 
because of its low wage rates and ill) Passing through this relatively 
proximity to the large U.S. consumer turbulent period, many U.S. manufactur
market (Nichols 1993). More recently, ers were forced to re-evaluate the attrac
the negotiation of the North American tiveness of Mexican manufactUling oper
Free Trade Agreement broughL increased ations. A new perspective regarding not 
worldwide visibility Lo Mexico and its only Mexican manufacturing but all 
potential as a production location. As foreign manufactming investment i..;; 

NAFfA became a reality, f0l111alizing the beginning to emerge from this reevalua

28 
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lion process. This new perspeclive is 
hased on how linns view the competitive 
innucnce of Mexican production on their 
manufactuting and marketing strategies. 
That is, more than in the past, 11lms are 
finding that they must consider foreign 
manufactuJing investment from a per
spective of strategic fit. In other words, 
firms must seJiously evaluate how a 
specific investment 11t~ within an overall 
glohal competitive strategy as well as 
how it impact~ the global operating net
work. Mexico will be seen as an attrac
tive investment option if 11nns detem1ine 
that they can enhance their competitive 
position by operating in Mexico. This 
paper presents a straightforward ap
proach to evaluating foreign direct in
vestment oppOltunities based on their 
impact on glohal operating perfom1ance. 
The viability of Mexico as an investment 
location is then examined using this 
framework. 

II. The Four Cs of Global Manufacturing Fit 

The success of coordinated global manu
facturing strategies depends on the effec
tive rationalization of productive activi
ties. Rationalization is quite simply the 
assignment of each value-added activity 
to the appropriate area of the world so 
that the greatest cumulative competitive 
advantage is achieved. The appropIiate 
area of the world can be detined in terms 
of either comparative advantage or mar
ket access. The facl that very ditTerenl 
and distinct factors orten motivate the 
decision to rationalize operations raises 
the tirst issue thal should be evaluated lO 
assess the attractiveness of a given coun
try for manufactUling investment. This 
inilial issue is the compatibility of the 
country's inherent advantage with the 
finn's rationale for making the manufac-
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turing investment For instance, if the 
Llm1 is seeking enhanced comparalive 
advantage in the fOlln of reduced manu
facturing costs, then a country that offers 
ahundant low-cost, semi-skilled labor 
would pass the initial test of compati
bility. Likewise, a film seeking greater 
worldwide market share would empha
size market potential, which is typically 
measured in terms of population size and 
wealth per capita. Strategic compatibili
ty thus represents the first test of viabili
ty. 

If strategic compatibility exists, 
the assessment of manufacturing fit turns 
to focus on the actual design of the 
value-added network. Because facility 
network design determines the deploy
ment and productivity of a firm's value
adding resources, establishing a well
designed network is critical to global 
manufactUling success. Two issues 
configuration and coordination- arc of 
particular importance in the development 
of a competitive global facility network 
(Porter 1986). Contiguration deals with 
the location of facilities and the allo
cation of productive activities among the 
facilities. Coordination involves the link
ing or integration of activities into a 
unified system. It is critical to note that 
configuration and coordination issues 
should he considered simultaneously for 
the film to achieve true global synergies. 
This contrasts with traditional practice, in 
which configuralion issues typically have 
dominated intcmational network design. 
Unfortunately, experience has shown that 
net work performance declines when 
contlguration isslIes take precedence in 
the design process (Fawcett, 1990; 
McDonald 1986). 

More to the point, relatively few 
factors have heen considered dLlling the 
conl1guration of global networks. In in
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ternational location decisions, the great
est emphasis has been on financial con
siderations and labor costs. When these 
important but narrow issues dominate the 
decision-making process, productive ac
tivities are often located in diverse and 
remote or comparatively "less develop
ed" regions of the world in such a way 
that it is very difficult to coordinate the 
geographically dispersed operations. That 
is, the basic and necessary coordinating 
processes of shming infonuation and 
transporting goods among worldwide [a
cilities can be hindered by decisions made 
in the initial configuration of intemational 

<.

networks. Part of the challenge stems 
from the fact that these basic coordinat
ing processes are orten taken for granted 
in domestic operations; yet, they can 
present serious impediments to the 
effective integration of global operations. 
Without adequate coordination, sub
stantial per[01111 ance tradeoffs result 
among the global operations and overall 
l1nu performance suffers. Assessing how 
manufacturing operations in a country 
will complement existing worldwide 
operations (configuration) as well as how 
easily they can be integrated into the 
firm's overall global value-added system 
(coordination) is thus vital to detelmining 
a country's attractiveness as an invest
ment option. 

A final issue that merits 
consideration as a tilm evaluates diverse 
production sharing locations is that of 
day-to-day operating control. Indeed, 
the ultimate success of a finu's inter
national operations is heavily dependent 
on its ability to obtain high levels of 
operational perfOll11anCe on a daily hasis. 
That is, even when su·atcgic compatibility 
exiSL'i and the operation is well 
posiLioned from a configuration and 
coordination perspective, poor on-site 

control can lead to disappointing results. 
Moreover, intcmational operations are 
generally more difficult to manage than 
domestic operations because of cultural 
and other environmental differences. For 
instance, differences in language, meas
urement and reward systems, workforce 
relations, and infrastructure are among 
the many challenges films must deal with 
daily to achieve sustainable com petitive 
advantage. For this reason, tirms should 
aggressively assess the challcnges in
herent in managing the day-to-day 
operations that they are likely to 

encountcr in a specific country. 
To summarize, by systematically 

assessing the issues associated with the 
four Cs of compatibility, configuration, 
coordination, and control, a finn gains 
the understanding necessary to design 
and manage its global operations [or 
competitive success. The next section 
presents the study's methodology and is 
followed by an examination of the four 
Cs as they relate to Mexican manufac
turing operations. The paper concludes 
with a discussion of relevant managerial 
and research implications. 

III. The Study 

An empilical study using a survey 
methodology was used to collect the 
appropriate strategic and operating 
infolluation (Flynn et al. 1990). Because 
a primary objective of the study was to 
evaluate thc perfOlmance expclience of 
Mexican operations, the research sample 
frame consisted of senior level managers 
directly responsible for their strategic 
business unit's Mexican production shar
ing operations. The study mailing list 
was compiled from three directories: 
America IS Cor[wf(lte Families and 
Internafional Affiliates (Dun's Marketing 
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Service 1991), Directory of American 
Firms Operating in Foreign COllntries 
(Uniworld Business Publications 1991), 
and International Direcrol)' (~f 

COIporate Affiliations (National Register 
Publishing 1991). Arter eliminating du
plicate listings and clearly incomplete 
addresses, 633 names remained on the 
mailing list. However, 109 surveys were 
returned as undeliverable because of 
incolTect address infollllalion, leaving an 
adjusted sample size of 524 managers. 

To increase the response rate and 
ensure the meaningfulness or the 
collected data, several steps were taken 
to make both the survey instlUment and 
lhe survey process as user-friendly as 
possible. To assure the internal validity 
of the constructs used in the analysis, an 
extensive review of the literature and 
several interviews with managers 
involved in their firm's intemational 
operations preceded the survey 
development. After initial survey devel
opment, several phases or pre-testing 
were performed to modify question 
content and survey structure. The final 
instrument was a six-page survey thal 
consisted pIimmily of seven-point, 
interval scales (existing constructs were 
used wherever possible). The actual 
survey process involved a modification of 
Dillman's Total Design Method (DiUman 
1978). Overall, 13l usable surveys were 
returned, providing a response rate of 25 
percent. Respondents were largely divi
sion and corporate managers with 
manufacturing and matclials management 
expclience. 

Analysis or the responses across 
the different mailings showed lhat no 
significant differences in the responses 
existed. Also, the demographic strati
lying variables were compared to 
previously published data concerning 

Mexican production shaling operations. 
This compmison revealed that the 
respondent group was representalivc of 
the overall production sharing popu
lation. Thus, the analysis of responses 
indicated that no response bias was 
present. 

To better understand the resulL~ 

of the survey, 27 follow-up interviews 
were conducted. These interviews were 
on-site in Mexico and focllsed on five 
CItIes: Aguascalientcs, Guadalajara, 
Jmirez, Mexico City, and Tiajuana. By 
selecting both border and inteIior cities, a 
better understandi ng of the overall 
manufactming environment was gained. 
Firms from several indusLlies were also 
included in the sample. Industries 
included automobile assembly and 
component parts, heavy transportation 
equipment, transportation service 
providers, plastics, metals, apparel, food 
products, electronic, and appliances. An 
interview guide that focused on 
collecting data regarding the manufactur
ing environment and basic manufactUling 
practice and strategy was used to 
standardize the interview process. 

IV. Mexico's Fit in Coordinated Global 
Manufacturing 

The Border Industrialization Program, 
which was launched in 1965 with only 12 
production facilities, provided the 
foundation for modern manufacturing 
investment in Mexico. Today, more than 
2,000 Mexican manufacturing facilities 
are operated by U.S. companies. These 
operations employ over half a million 
workers, technicians, and managers, 
accounting for Mexico's second largest 
source of foreign exchange. The rapid 
growth in manufacturing investment from 
1965 to the early 1990s highligllls the 
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fact that many U.S. companies have 
considered Mexico to offer a highly 
attractive manufaclUling environment. 
However, the histOlical operating 
expelience of films manufactuIing in 
Mexico has been highly disparate with 
some tllms repoI1ing tremendous Sllccess 
while other tinns have abandoned their 
Mexican operations. The fact that many 
films have stlUggled to survive'in Mexico 
while others have prospered points to the 
need to more clearly understand of the 
relationshi p between ,the firm's strategic 
intent and Mexico's comparative and 
competitive advantages. The analysis in 
the following paragraphs provides 
perspective that can be used to help finns 
assess whether it makes sense for them 
to manufacture in Mexico as part of their 
overall global competitive strategy. 

Specifically, issues related to the 
fours Cs of compatibility, configuration, 
coordination, and control are examined. 
First, the emphasis placed on different 
competitive priOlities is evaluated to 
detennine whether or not Mexican 
manufactllling is compatible with the 
finn's strategic direction. Second, the 
nature of the planning process 
sUlTounding the decision to establish 
Mexican production operations is 
analyzed to provide a better 
understanding of basic configuration and 
coordination issues. Third, the availa
bility of useful information needed to 
manage the day-to-day operations which 
fundamentally contIibute to competitive 
success is considered. By looking at the 
forces that dlive competi ti ve strategy, 
the sophistication of the planning used to 
design and coordinate the operating 
network, and the information used to 
manage continuing operations, greater 
insight regarding the ability of Mexican 
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production to enhance the lirm's value
added capability is obtained, 

V. Compatibility 

Traditionally, innovative, high-margin 
products are produced close to home 
where capital and technology are easily 
accessed while standardized, labor
intensive products -where cost 1<'; 
critical to success- are produced in 
countries that possess abundant, low
cost labor. From this perspective, the 
competitive priorities a film pursues 
should inf1uence the tilm's configuration 
decisions. In short, given the strategic 
objectives of the film as expressed by its 
emphasis of manufactUling pliorities, the 
question of interest is, does it make 
competitive sense to locate a manufac
turing facility in Mexico? 

Five competitive priOlities 
cost, quality, delivery, Llcxibili ty, and 
innovation- have been identified as the 
primary drivers of manufactUling strategy 
and perfOimance (Hayes, WheelwJight, 
and Clark 1988). Survey respondents 
evaluated the importance of each of these 
priorities by allocating 100 points among 
them. High-quality production was rated 
the most important priOlity followed by 
low-cost production and delivery 
dependability (see Figure 1). The 
emphasis on quality is signiticantly 
greater than the emphasis on the other 
pIiorities (p=.l0 compared to cost, p=.05 
for delivery and l1exibility, and p=.() I for 
innovation). Dwing the interviews, 
managers consistently affinned that high 
levels oj' quality are mandatory regardless 
of where a production facility is located. 
Simply stated, tinns cannot trade otT 
quality to achieve cost reductions 
because quality is viewed as an order 
winner whereas cost is an order qualifier. 
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Of note, several managers also 
empha..sized that when provided with the 
appropriate training, Mexican workers 
produce world-class quality products. 

FIGURE 1. Relative Importance of Manufacturing-Related Priorities 

Innovation 
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29.24Quality 
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Relative Importance 

Specific Importance Distributions: 


Competitive priorities Percent of Firms Reporting Importance Levels 

0-10 11-20 21-30 

High-quality production 3.1 23.5 48.9 

Low-cost production 19.8 40.5 29.0 

Dependability (due-date performance) 26.7 46.6 23.6 

FleXible/Responsive Production 30.5 51.2 14.5 

Innovation 55.7 34.4 7.6 

Cost's position as, the second 
most important priOlity matches closely 
the rationale of using Mexican man
uacturing to reduce production costs. 
Mexican wages continue to be 
competitive on a worldwide basis, and 
managers consistently praised Mexican 
workers as highly productive. Several 
managers emphasized that when 
trained, Mexican workers are often 
more productive than U.S. and Pacitic 
Rim employees. The relative impor
tance of delivery also favors Mexico as 
a low-cost production location. 
Mexico shares a two-thousand-mile
long border with the U.S. that includes 
numerous, if often congested, crossing 
points. The interviews revealed that 
while shipping goods across the border 
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can at times be "bothersome," the proc
ess of moving goods into and out of 
Mexico is generally manageable and 
seldom the "nightmare" portrayed in 
the popular press. Overall, the 

31-40 41-50 51-SO 61+ 

16.0 5.3 2.3 0.8 

6.9 2.3 0.8 0.8 

3.1 

3.8 

2.3 

Mexican production 
shating environment 
is consistent with the 
relative emphasis 
firms place on the 
different competitive 
priOli ties. 

It is important 
to point out that the 
role of Mexican pro
duction sharing oper
ations is changing. 
While most of the 
goods made in 
Mexican production 
shaling operations 
have histOlically been 
re-exported to the 
U.S. for final proces-" 
sing and sale, greater 
emphasis is now be

ing placed on capturing a larger share 
of the domestic Mexican market. In 
effect, companies now recognize that 
Mexico's population of approximately 
90 million people represent an impor
tant emerging market, especially given 
the recent emergence of a Mexican 
middle class and the fact that over 50 
percent of the population is under 20 
years old and yet to reach peak 
spending age (Rapoport and Mattin 
1995). Thus, the traditional goal of 
using production shating to improve 
tilm competitiveness has been broad
ened to include the building of a mar
ket presence in Mexico. This increas
ingly important objective of targeting 
the Mexican domestic market was 
highly visible among the respondent 
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films. That is, while the U.S. remained 
the largest target market -receiving 
almost 5l percent of the total produc
tion- over 42 percent of the output 
was produced for sale in Mexico (see 
Table I). This finding demonstrates 
that the nature of production shaJing in 
Mexico is evolving to be an integral 
part of many finn's North American 
and global competitive strategies. 

TABLE 1. Percent of Production Sold ill U.S. 
and Mexican Markets 

Percent Percent 
Percent Sold in U.S. of Firms Percent Sold in Mexico of Firms 

no U. S. sales 22.3 no Mexican sales 30.8 
1 to 20 16.9 1to 20 21.5 

21 t040 7.0 21 t040 3.1 
411060 3.8 41 t060 3.8 
61 to 80 12.3 61 t080 12.3 
81 to 100 37.7 61 to 100 33.6 

VI. Configuration and Coordination 

Once a company determines that 
Mexican manufactllling is compatible 
with the film's strategic pIiorities, issues 
regarding network design become 
extremely important. As previously 
suggested, achieving seamless perfOlm
ance in a global network requires that 
configuration and coordination issues be 
examined concurrently _ To better under
stand the nature of these related 
decisions, respondent managers were 
asked £0 1) indicate how well their tilm's 
infonnation system provides useful 
infonnation for a variety of country 
selection cIiteria and 2) evaluate the 
sophistication of the initial planning 
process. Because tllIDS tend Lo design 
their information systems to collect and 
disseminate the infol111ation that is 
perceived to be important, the data in 
Table 2 provide an indication of the value 
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finns place on different country selection 
cli telia. From this data, we see that 
financial issues such as exchange rates 
and tax concerns clearly dominate 
net work design decisions. Traditional 
configuration considerations including 
cross··national labor rates, matelials 
costs, resource availability, and produc
tion quality also receive considerable 
emphasis. By contrast, useful infonna

tion regarding technology develop
ments and logistics costs iii 
comparatively unavailable. With an 
avllilability score of 4.37, global 
transportation rates are particular! y 
overlooked. These findings indicate 
that coordination issues continue to 
be viewed as secondary in 
importance. As a result, tinns might 
encounter greater coordination 
challenges as they manage the day
to-day operations of their global 
networks. 

TABLE 2. Availability of Information Used in 

Global Configuration Decisions 


Information Item Information Availability 

Exchange rates 5.55 
Tax issues 5.35 
Cu rrency converlibility 5.27 
Foreign ownership laws 5.16 
Tar iflsiq uot as 5.16 
Domestic conlent laws 5.10 
Cross-national labor rates 4.98 
Production quality across countries 4.92 
Cross'national materials input costs 4.91 
Cross-national resource availability 4 87 
Competitor's stralegies 4.83 
Potential sales in foreign markets 4.80 
Labor unionization 4.77 
Polillcal stability 4.71 
Cross'national economic conditions 4.66 
Globallechnology developments 4.67 
Cross-national productivity 4.64 
Global transportation rates (logistics costs) 4.37 

The second design issue of 
interest focused on the actual planning 
process for the implementation of a 
production shming strategy. A mcas
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ure of planning sophistication was 
developed to indicate how much up
front altention was devoted to seven 
important areas dUling the design of 
the t1m1's North Amelican operations, 
especially as the design etlon 
considered the role and positioning of 
Mexican manufactUling. Planning so
phistication was defined as "extensive 
analysis of risks and benefits, 
documentation of alternatives, and 
communication of the finn's objectives 
and strategy implementation process to 
all relevant management levels." The 
seven areas considered are listed in 
Table 3. These seven areas were 
addressed because decisions regarding 
facility location, distribution options, 
type of technology, product mix, 
suppl y base, and workforce level and 
training substantially impact the 
competItIve performance of the 
production sharing operation. 

TABLE 3. Planning Formalization Ratings 

Plannin~ 

Planning for financial performance evalualion 
Planning for production and manufacturing planning control system 
Overall level of strategiC planning 
Planning for purchaSing and materials management system 
Planning for country choice -Iacility location 
Planning lor markeling system 
Planning lor logistics and physical distribulion system 

marketing system, and 4) the logistics 
and physical distlibution system. This 
finding reveals is consistent with the 
emphasis placed on the different country 
selection clitetia. U nfOLtunately, this 
finding confilms the fact that firms have 
not emphasized an integrated planning 
framework that evaluates configuration 
and coordination issues simultaneously. 
The lack of an integrative approach 
portends greater coordination challenges 
and diminished network performance 
(Fawcett 1990; McGrath and Hoole 
1992; Porter 1986). Indeed, several 
managers expressed considerable frustra
tion that critical logistical issues were not 
adequately considered in the network 
design, resulting in inefficient operations 
and a disadvantageous competitive 
position. 

VII. Control 

Even for well-designed networks, the 
bottom-line eftlcacy of 
operations rests on the day

Level of to-day control of the value
PlanninS__J?-value' 

added process (Kaplan 
5.45 ns 1991; Porter 1986). Just as 
5.26 

accurate, relevant, and5.12 ns 
5.00 .10 timely information is 
4.94 .05 

needed to make good4.79 .01 
4.69 .01 configuration and coordina

'Slgrnflcant diff...,nce In em...."'s COOlpareO ID planning let producion and manulactullng cooed system tion decisions, useful 

The data in Table 3 reveal thar 
next to planning for the evaluation of 
financial performance, manufactUIing 
issues consistently received tile highest 
planning sophistication ratings. The 
amount of attention given to thcse two 
issues was significantly greater than for 
the following four activities: 1) the 
purchasing and matclials system, 2) the 
facility location decision, 3) the 

infonnation is critical to 
co'ntroling operations for consistent value 
addition (Eccles 1991). Infollnation's 
role is to 1) improve management's 
understanding of manufactllling and 
logistics activities, 2) facilitate the 
decision-making process, and 3) modify 
behavior throughout the organization. 
When quality information is widely 
available and used to fulti]1 these vital 
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roles, finn performance improves (Smith 	 tifteen items --fhree Hems related to 
and Fawcett 1992). 	 each competitive priority- for both 

manufacturing and logistics activities (see 
Tables 4 & 5). Data for three separate 

Table 4. The Collection of Useful Manufacturing Operating Information 

Usefulness Chronbach's 
Information Area Rating Alpha 

Cost: 
Changes in important production costs including labor and materials 
Product costing (labor, materials, and overhead for items produced in Mexico) 
Total labor costs 

5.20 
5.55 
5.50 
5.42 

.83 

Quality: 
Process control (information used to identify problems in the production process) 
Production Defect rates 
Cost of quality (includes cost of poor quality and cost of improving quality) 

4.93 
5.26 

5.03 

.79 

Dependability: 
Backorder performance (e,g. number of days to fill backorders) 
Due-date performance (e,g. percent of due dates met) 
Costs of missing promised production due dales 

5.23 
5.24 

4.96 

.74 

Flexibility: 
Actual changeover times to different products 
Manufacturing cycle times 
Cost of manufacturing system Hexibility 

4.85 
5.20 

4.92 

.80 

Innovation: 
R&D effectiveness 
Time-to-market performance (product development lead times) 
Costs of product and process innovation 

406 
4.32 
4.52 
4.30 

.83 

Overall Manufacturing Information: ~ 

Because of inronnation's impor items for each priOlity were collected to 
tant role in making good day-to-day assure that a reliable perception was 
control decisions, managers were asked obtained. Reliability was measured using 
to indicate the usefulness of the Chronbach's Alpha, which measures the 
infOimation captured and reported by the inlcmal consistency of a set of 
film's infonnation system. Useful infor measurement items. For manufaclUling, 
mation was del1ned as information that the alpha scores ranged ii'om .74 to .83. 
"enables managers to make operating For logistics, the alpha scores ranged 
decisions that will lead to long-term from .86 to .91. These alpha scores indi
competiti ve success." Data regarding cate thal the measures are reliable. 
infonnation availability was collected for Looking at the actual availability ratings 
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Table 5. The Collection of Useful Logistics Operating Information 

Usefulness Chronbach's 

Delivery: .88 
Delivery periormance (viz. percent of orders delivered on time) 5.38 
Expediting performance (viz. length of lime to deliver expedited items) 4.93 
Cost of rapid and reliable delivery 4.65 

4.99 

Cost: .87 
Transponation costs 4.84 
Totallogistics cost information for items to and from Mexico 4.57 
Order system costs (viz. costs per order; order costs as a percent of sales) 4.43 

4.62 

Flexibility: .90 
Quick response (viz. length of time to respond to customer inquiries) 4.97 
Logistics service customization (viz. number and type of special requests 4.45 
handled) 
Cost of flexible and responsive logistics system 4.39 

4.60 

Quality: .86 
Logistics·related customer complaints 4.70 

Logistics impact on customer (information collected direcUy from the customer) 4.45 

Cost of quality logistics customer service 4.35 


4.50 

Innovation: .91 
Logistics cycle time analysis (information used to reduce order cycle times) 4.37 
Value analysis (information used to increase the value added by logistics 4.33 
services) 
Cost of logistics service innovation 

4,29 

Overall Logistics Information: ~ 

reveals that the respondent companies' With an overall mean availability 
infol111ation systems do a much better job raling of 5.42, production cost infor
of capturing and communicating manu mation is by far the most frequently 
facturing-related infonnation. In fact, available (p=.O I for the difference 
the manufactUling information availa between the means for cost and the other 
bility for cost, quality, and nexihility was pri0l1ties). The emphasis on manufactur
significantly hetter than the comparable ing cost data is logical given that the 
logistics infonnalion availahility. No opportunity to reduce costs is the single 
statistical differences existed for most important reason dl1ving the 
dependability/delivery or for innovation. decision to operate in Mexico. We 
This linding points out that the tendency should point out that while direcl manu
to overlook coordination issues in the facturing cost information is aggressively 
design or glohal networks extends to collected and generally available, several 
day-to-day operating decisions. managers noted the need to do a much 
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betler job of collecting indirect cost 
infonnation. Interestingly, among the 
other manufactllling-based pnontles, 
infolmation availability depends largely 
the degree of item objectivity and the 
scope of the desired infOlmation. In 
effect, the more ohjective the measure 
and the more narrow the scope, the 
better the infonnation availability. Thus, 
infonnation regarding defect rates, per
cent of due dates met, number of days to 
fill hackorders, and manufactUling cycle 
times is widely available. Less traditional 
measures such as the total cost of poor 
quality, the cost of missing promised due 
dates, and the cost of system flexibility 
are both less well defined and less 
widely available. 

With a mean availability rating of 
4.99, delivery perfonnance information is 
the most rrequently disseminated to 
manage the logistics activities that sup
port Mexican production shaIing (p.=.05 
for the difference between the means for 
delivery and the next highest-rated 
pliOlity). This emphasis makes sense 
given the need to manage more complex 
intemational supply lines where 
disruptions occur more often than in a 
purely domestic environment. Cost and 
tlexibility infOlmation were collected at 
about the same level (availability scores 
were 4.62 and 4.60 respectively). Within 
these two areas, transportation costs and 
lead times are monitored most closely. 
Overall, adcq uate operating infoIll1ation 
is availahle to help firms achieve control 
of their Mexican production shating 
operations so that they contlibute to 
overall firm competitiveness. 

VIII. Managerial and 11leoreticallmplications 

Perhaps the best assessment of the 
viability of Mexican manufacturing 

occurs by looking at the performance 
impact of Mexican production shadng 
operations on the firm's overall 
competitive strategy. If the actual 
perfOimance of these production
shming operations is not adequate, 
low-cost labor -Mexico's histOlic 
draw- will not auract manufactudng 
investment in the long run, especially in 
light of the numerous low-cost 
locations now open to investment. 
Indeed, in the absence of high levels of 
manufactUling performance, declining 
taliff and technical harders promise to 
inl1uence U.S. films to move 
production hack to the U.S. or, more 
likely, to other low-cost production 
regions such as China and India. 
Therefore, continued manufactllling 
investment in Mexico depends on the 
ability of Mexican production sharing 
operations to hel p the tinn deliver 
high-quality, low-cost products to not 
only U.S. and Mexican consumers but 
to markets worldwide. The key to 
making this happen is to carefully 
assess the fit between the inherent 
advantages offered by Mexico and the 
film's strategic objectives and existing 
network structure. 

We have oullined a straightfor
ward approach to facilitate this assess
ment of global production shating 
options. Four important issues ~-com
patibility, configuration, coordination, 
and control-~· were discussed to frame 
the analysis or manufactUling fit. These 
issues all focused on assessing the design 
and management of Mexi8an manufacltlJ'
ing within the broader context of a global 
operating network. Unfortunately. the 
dynamic nature of not only the Mexican 
but also the global operating environment 
complicates the assessment process, 
requiring more sophisticated up-front 
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planning, better 1nfol111ation systems, and 
continued review of operations. Despite 
these complexities and the difficulties 
encountered in integrating Mexican 
operations into eXlstmg competItive 
strategies, many firms have experienced 
tremendous Sllccess with their Mexican 
operations. Among the respondents, 86 
percent reported that their Mexican 
production operations had met or 
exceeded initial expectations (see Figure 
2). When these Mexican operations 
were analyzed using the proposed 
framework, several important insights 
emerged. 
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access to the U.S. market and have 
found that Mexico provides both. 
More companies are now seeking to 
establish a local market presence; a 
strategy that matches the 
development of an increasingly 
attractive consumer market. Indeed, 
the 0ppOltunity to sell in Mexico 
was consistently cited during the 
interviews as the major attraction for 
future investment in Mexico. 
However, some companies continue 
to fail to evaluate seliously why they 
are establishing Mexican operations. 
For example, one of the firms that 
was visited located in Mexico 

largely because a 
FIGURE 2. Perceived Success of Manufacturing Operations senior manager had 

Below Failure 

Expectations 0.8% 


3.1% 

Expectations 

31.3% 

Expectations 
22.1% 

set up operations in 
Mexico for his 
company. When 
such infonnal ap
proaches are cou
pled with inade
quate infOlmation in 
the design of the 
manufacturing oper
ation, the probabil
ity of failure in

Fulfilled 

• 	 First, the majOlity of the companies 
that have set up operations in 
Mexico have done a decent job of 
assessing compatibility and matching 
their competitive needs with the 
opportunities available in Mexico. 
Most companies have sought ]ow
cost manufacturing with ready 

a dinner-patty· dis
cussion with a 
fIicnd who had just 

Greatly Exeeded 

Moderately Exeeded 
Expectations creases dramatical 

33.6% ly. These fil111S 
often fail to survive 

beyond the first couple of years in 
Mexico. 

• 	 Second, configuration decisions 
receive much greater attention than 
coordination decisions during the 
actual design of 
facility network. 
cial issues tend to 
throughout the 

the international 
Moreover, l1nan
take precedence 

configuration' 
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evaluation. Fortunately, manufac
turing perfOlmance issues also 
receive a high degree of emphasis, 
suggesting that films are taking the 
rationalization decision quite 
seriously. This emphasis on manU
factming issues was found to greatly 
help firms establish high-quality and 
productive operalions. Of course, 
contradictory examples were found 
in which manufactUling systems 
were poorly designed and perfonTI
ance levels languished. 

• 	 Third, the fact that coordination 
issues were relegated to second their 
status dUling the planning and 
design for establishment of Mexican 
operations demonstrates that the 
notion of integrated global 
operations remains more rhetoric 
than reality. On-site interviews 
combined with a review of the 
perfonnance of coordinating mecha
nisms reveal that more thoroughly 
integrated and seamless North 
AmeLican and global operations are 
needed to take advantage of the 
promise of enhanced scale 
economies and increased global 
market penetration. The need for 
more sophisticated logistics systems 
planning, which was rated by the 
respondent managers as the least 
sophisticated of the planning areas, 
was particularly pronounced. With
out a high level of logistics 
coordination, truly integrated opera
tions are not viable. Likewise, now 
that emphasis is being placed on 
Mexico as an emerging consumer 
markel, greater emphasis needs to 
be foclIsed on the marketing systems 
and strategies that will be used to 
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penetrate and cultivate a Mexican 
market position, 

• 	 Fourlh, regardless of the emphasis 
placed on assessing compatibility 
and planning i'or configuration and 
coordination, tremendous effort and 
preparation is needed to successfully 
control the iiml's d,ay-to-day value
added activities. In general, on-site 
infonTIation systems have been 
developed to help achieve the 
necessary control. However, the 
interviews consistently pointed out 
that in addition to having good 
infol111ation for decision making, 
managers also needed beller 
incentive systems and greater 
cultural awareness to be effective. 
Managers empha<;;iz.ed that when 
appropriate equipment, measure
ment, and training are combined, 
productivity and quality levels equal 
or exceed--by as mllch as 5 to 20 
percent- similar operations in the 
U.S. and Pacific Basin. 

• 	 Finally, good management of daily 
operations can overcome many of 
the challenges created through poor 
configuration decisions; however. 
poor operating control can totally 
olIse[ good strategic decisions. One 
control problem frequently encoun
tered involved the management of 
indirect labor costs. In facl, several 
companies noted that indirect lahor 
costs had initially offset the savings 
accrued from low-cost direct labor. 
FillllS that fail to get their indirect 
labor costs under control often leave 
Mexico. 

To slImmmize, Jirms that 
carefully consider the issues of 
compatibility, configuration, cOOl"dina

http:empha<;;iz.ed
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lion, and control lend [0 achievc 
satisfactory levels of performance. By 
contrast, firms that !eave one or more or 
these issues unexamined face greater 
"unexpected" challenges and often fail .to 

achieve established targets. These IinTIs 
often close down their Mexican 
operations within the first three years. 
The area where greatest improvement in 
assessmcnt and planning was found to be 
needed involved planning for the devel
opment or coordinating or integrating 
mechanisms. This need is particularly 
aCLll~ since global competition has made 
poorly coordinated intell1alional opera
tions obsoktc. Independent or multido
Illcstic opera lions lack the agility, 
produclivity, and synergies lilat are being 
achieved by highly integrated global 
opcrations. The simple existence of 
comparative advantages promises a 
shOrL-term, transitory competItIve 
advantage; however, true integralion can 
provide ,a sustainable and hard-to
replicate competitivc advantage. 
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TREVINO, lA. AND ROBERTO REBOLLOSO. 1996. Interview with Peter Dicken. Urbana III 
0): 43·53. Peter Dicken is a product of Manchester. He was born there on March 5, 1938. 
He studied in Illis city and he still lives and works there. His first lx)ok, Location in Space 
(1972), jointly written willl Peter Lloyd, has been widely recognized for having broughl Ille 
behavioral approach to geography. This research interest and col!aboratioll Witll Lloyd 
cOlllinued during the 1970s; the result was published in Modern Western Society (1981). 

In the mid eighties, working on his own, Dicken published Global Shift (1986). 
This work, almost ready for the third edition in 1997, is used as a textbook in several 
disciplines such as political science, geography, economics, international sociology and 
international business. 

AltllOugh Dicken's research interest ranges widely, his work always has a concise 
and strict structure. Having a long teaching experience. Peter Dicken is also a good 
expositor. In Illis interview. he effortlessly combines tlleoretical knowledge and experience 
in a clear (Uld pleasant conversational style . 

• We want to tllank Carlo Brumat. academic director of DUXX (fonnerly INTEGER), for 
facilitaling our meetings with Peter Dicken. 
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Q. Where do you work? 

a. I work in the Department of Geog
raphy at the, University of Manchester. 
The university is a good place to work; 
it is big, it has much variety and a lot of 
colleagues in the social sciences and 
business. It is in a city I like very much. 
Manchester is also an easy dty to get 
out oP It has a good airport and good 
connections. 

Q. What was your first academic interest? 

a. I did my first degree in Geography. 
In this tleld, I was intluenced particu
larly by David Smith. I was his tlrst 
graduate student. He had just started 
his academic career. David came to the 
Department at the end of my first year. 
I did his courses and we got on 
extremely well. When he left for the 
United States in 1966, I was appointed 
to replace him in the same Department. 
Actually Peter Lloyd and I shared his 
course. 

In Manchester, I was influenced particu
larly by David Smith. When he left for the 
United States in 1966, Peter Lloyd and I 
shared his course 

Q. What influence did you have from David 
Smith? 

a. Through him I became very inter
ested in the classic locational theories 
of Losch, Weber, Isard, Von Thtinen. I 
found it very exciting because it was so 
different from the old style in regional 
geography, from the old empilical 
style. Until then, I was very keen on 
physical geography. I had done some 
geology and geography courses, but 1 
got entirely switched on by this new 
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perspective; it was new for us in 1964 
or 1965. 

Q. Did David Smith have a particular 
research interest at Manchester? 

a. Yes. He was very interested in 
regional change, sub-regional change, 
change in employment; his initial 
interest was in social indicators. He 
spent quite a lot of the time collecting 
data within the North-West region, 
where Manchester is located, in 
looking at various indicators of sub
regional variation. 

Q. What were your first steps in research? 

a. I had a conventional geographic 
education, then I became very involved 
in the locational theoretic material. And 
the research I did, my first grade 
research, was on the garment industry 
in greater Manchester. I was very 
interested in firms by then, in decision 
making. I was very swept up by the 
kind of early behavioral phase in 
geography by the works of Herbert 
Simon, Richard M. Cyert and James G. 
March. The study of this industry was a 
mix of quantitative and qualitative 
analysis. Subsequently, I became 
interested in finn ownership, in what 
happen with [inns that associate 
together. For a long time this was one 
of the major contrasts I had with Peter 
Lloyd; he did work mainly on 
individual plants, establishments. 

Q. When did you have your first 
professional contact with North America? 

a, In 1969. I was at Queen's 
University, in Kingston, Ontario. That 
was for four months. It was very 
intluential for me because it was the 
first time J had been outside the UK as 
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a university teacher in a different sys
tem. I found the students very different 
from ours. I found them more inclined 
to question the grades, and, once in a 
while, to ask why this has got to be. 
This is good, I think. That was not 
usual in England. It was a great shock; 
I grew up very quickly. I had to teach a 
class which combined undergraduate 
and graduate students. Master's stu
dents took the course as well with an 
additional seminar. This combination of 
students covered an enormous range of 
ability. It was an economic geography 
course. I was brought in because 
somebody had left early, and they had a 
gap they had to t1l1. So I filled it for 
four months. I learned a huge amount 
out of that experience. When I was 
back in the UK in the SpIing of 1969, I 
had a letter from Brock University in 
St. CathaIines, Ontario. It was not a 
well known university; it was velY new 
and small one. Somebody was going on 
sabbatical for a year, and they were 
looking for a replacement, so I said, "I 
will go." Thus, I went back to Canada 
again in 1970. This time I spent 14 
months there. I spent the academic year 
at St. CathaIlnes, and I had the time to 
go back to Queen's in Kingston and to 
teach in the summer school there and in 
UBC (University of BIitish Columbia), 
in Vancouver, again accumulating 
expeIiences. 

That was also the Erst time I made 
real contacts with US geographers. I 
went to my first AAG (Association of 
AmeIican Geographers) meeting in 
1971, in Boston. I was very taken by 
that. It just seemed everything was 
excellent; it was, in a way. Amellcan 
geography, particularly then, was velY 
liberated, very much leading edge. 
Being trained in the sixties, I certainly 
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was velY influenced by spatial analysis, 
location analysis and the like. And that 
was the time when we, Lloyd and I, 
were writing Location in Space. 

I went to my first AAG (ASSOCiation of 
American Geographers) meeting in 1971, 
in Boston. I was very taken by that ... 
American geography, particularly then, 
was very liberated, very much leading 
edge 

Q. What did you do after Location in 
Space? 

a. We started a research unit based in 
Manchester, specitlcaUy looking into 
industrial change in the Northwest 
region of Britain. For most of the 70s I 
was working primarily within the local 
region, looking in a lot of detail at the 
dynamics of industIial change. My 
interest was looking at the film and at 
finns within the region: ownership 
characteristics, sectoral characteristics, 
clusteIing and so on. We did a lot of 
work. We got a big grant from the 
Social Science Research Council. We 
produced the most detailed analysis of 
the region at that time. Towards the 
end of the 70s we had quite a lot of 
research money from the government. 
The government in Blitain at that time 
had started to become interested in the 
CItIeS, the problems of declining 
manufactUling cities; so they started an 
inner cities program in the late 70s. 
Each of the old industIial cities in 
BIitain was losing manufactUling jobs 
quite dramatically. The inner cities pro
gram began about 1976 or 77. Among 
other things, the govemment also es
tablished a large research program. It 
invited academics and consultants to 
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bid for the contracts. We had a 
contract for two years to study the 
small fil111, the new small fil111s, their 
formation and change in the two hig 
metropolitan areas of the Northwest, 
Greater Manchester and Liverpool. We 
produced the report towards the end of 
the 1970s. Also I had become very 
involved individually in looking at 
Amelican investment in Blitain. I found 
that looking at the changes in the 
region we discovered that a lot of the 
films were owned by Americans. I 
started tracing thaL We did a [Japer 
about it in 1976, which is probably one 
of the carlier ones that geographers did 
on foreign ownership, in our region 
particularly. I realized these were 
things I wanted to develop further. I 
fell I had to move outside the region. J 
was beginning to get interested in 
things more glohal. That was a rather 
unformed, very provisional sort of 
interest. In 1980, I decided to pull Ollt 
or the collaboration with Lloyd. At that 
time, in order to maintain the research 
unit we had to go looking ['or more 
money. If I had gone down that route I 
would have found myself in it for 
another two or three years. The timing 
was determined by the end of one 
research contract. I did not want to get 
myself in it again. Around that time we 
also published Modem Western 
Socien·. It was a difficult hirth. We 
decided to do it on a broader human 
social topic. We had different kinds of 
problems. We did not know what it 
was. I think, we became involved in 
other things. We had a contract to 
publish the book, and we didn't have 
anything written. We persuaded the 
publisher, Harper and Row in London, 
to do first a second edition or Location 
in Space. We did it in 1976. This 
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second edition was quite substantial 
and a much higger book than the first 
edition. It was exactly the same 
structure and format. After that we 
continued the book that we had to 
11ni5h. 

Q. Why do you say that Modem Western 
Society had a hard birth? 

a. We did not show through it 
precisely what we wanted to do. We 
both drew drafts or chapters and that 
sort of thing. But it did not fit together. 
It was not satisfying. It is quite clear it 
is not a well focLlsed, a clearly thought 
out piece of work, hut r am not 
ashamed. It has good things. The 
strLlcture is OK, but it lacks a 
conceptual base. 

Modem Western Society had a difficult 
birth . . . We did not show through it 
precisely what we wanted to do . . . but I 
am not ashamed. It has good things. The 
structure is OK, but it lacks a conceptual 
base 

Q. What do you think about collaboration 
between colleagues doing research? 

a. When Peter Lloyd and I began 
working together in 1966. we collab
orated very well. Around 196H, we 
decided to wrilc the first edition of 
Loc{lfiOI1 in Spoce. I was 31. The hook 
was published in 1972 in the Slates. 
That was a really good collahoration 
hecause we, I think, sparked each other 
off. It is very good because with very 
different people you work in very 
different ways. It was a very comple
mentary symbiotic relationship. We 
each contlihuted something which the 
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other didn'L have. That was good. In 
1980, we stopped working together, 
We moved further apart academically, 
and we both had our own agendas of 
what we wanted LO do. Peter was 
developing the research unit vel)' 
successfully into a much bigger opera
tion, which continued until he left 
Manchester in 1988. He is now in 
Liverpool. And I wanted to develop my 
own thing, my global interest and so 
on. I have increasingly felt over the 
years thal I, in general, like LO work on 
my own. I do not mind collaborating. I 
do collaborate with people still, but 
especially for book writing projects. I 
feel the benefits of being in conlrol of 
the whole thing and not having to 
guess what the other person might be 
doing. 

I have increasingly felt over the years that 
I, in general, like to work on my own ... I 
feel the benefits of being in control of the 
whole thing and not having to guess what 
the other person might be doing 

Q. While you are working with somebody 
else, you already remarked on the 
advantage of sharing knowledge and 
sparking each other off. But how to deal 
with the inherent tension that it is in the 
same package? Don't you think that 
researching collaborative efforts are joint 
ventures of intelligence and dullness at the 
same time? 

a. r think it is true. 1 can mention three 
things about collahoration. First. if col
lahoration does not work. YOll waste a 
lot or time. If il works, you gain some 
large benefits, there is no doubt: the 
ability to share ideas to spark each 
other orr; you think or something and 
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. .. "I tell you," "That is really good," 
or "I never thought that at all," or 
"Let's develop it in that way." That is 
great. That is the really nice part of 
collaboration, and 1 think that worked 
well in that first book we did, Lloyd 
and I, for the first edition of Location 
in Space. I think it was because we 
both were young. we both were 
starting out; neither one of us had 
many other academic commitments. 
That was everything we did, and it was 
great. As we got more involved in 
other things, and our agendas began to 
be diverge, the collaboration became 
more artificial in a way. Exactly as you 
say would happen: we spent bours 
some times, ... "We must do this 
thing," we had the board, wrote them 
down . . . and we did not have a 
significant result. In this case it is better 
you go away to get things on paper. No 
way you put them on a board in a 
brainstOlm; you put them on paper, as 
a draft, and that is a big discipline. The 
second thing with collaborations is 
corresponsibility. Unless you work 
exactly in the same way, it can be a 
problem. If I am spending, say, a 
month working on my part of this 
project and you are working on some
tJling else, I will get resentful, because 
you should be working in this pr~ject. 
And then, at ·another time, you are 
working on this project and I am 
working in something else, you W'lll get 
resentful. That becomes a very, very 
delicate operation. It really does. I just 
began LO fecI that, I am sure Peter felt 
the same. The stresses were becoming 
greater and the benefits were becoming 
on the whole less and much harder to 
achieve. 1 certainly was going to pull 
out, but I wanted to pull out ill the 
light circumstances, without acIimony. 
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We remain good fJiends and meet up 
regulru'ly for a beer. Fortunately, even 
when we were collaborating, I was also 
publishing papers and the like under my 
own name, Finally, my third comment 
on collaboration, specially a long es
tablished collahoration, is that you lose 
your identity, In our case, we both 
have the same first name, we both are 
called Peter. You would be amazed 
how many times we were confused one 
for the other. So you would go 10 a 
conference or whatever, one of us, or 
he would go perhaps, and the chair of 
the session would say, "I would like 
introduce Peter Dicken" , , . and he 
was Peter Lloyd. Some times we both 
were a bit distressed: who am I, do I 
exist as an individual? or are we simply 
two parts of the same animal, some 
kind of weird mythical creature? 

I can mention three things about col
laboration, First, if collaboration does not 
work, you waste a lot of time. If it works, 
you gain some large benefits, there is no 
doubt: the ability to share ideas to spark 
each other off ... The second thing with 
collaborations is corresponsibility. Unless 
you work exactly in the same way I it can 
be a problem .. , my third comment on 
collaboration, specially a long established 
collaboration, is that you lose your identity 

Q. Let's talk about the recent material you 
have been working on for FDI (Foreign 
Direct Investment). Don't you think tbat FDI 
literature is behind the reality, lagged 
behind? 

a. Yes. I have made the same 
comment. The literature in economics 
and the like on FDI is all the way 
behind reality, in almost every way. It 

was not until 1960 that there was a 
systematic attempt to explain FDI. But 
Stephen Hymer's primary work was 
not published in 1960. It was not 
published until he had already died in 
the 19705. All his ideas came out 
through other people. Most literature 
that attempted to understand the FDI 
and MNCs or whatever was heavily 
inl1uenced by the work from one place: 
Harvard. The Harvard Business School 
had the l11ul tinational enterplise project 
with Raymond Vemon as Director. It 
started in the 1960s; they built a 
database of the biggest muhinational 
firms. The main cliteria for inclusion of 
these multinational firms was that they 
had to have operations in more than six 
countlies. So, they selected the biggest 
finns, mostly Amelican firms. It was a 
very good work, but it was the only 
available database for a long time on 
MNCs. It became the basis on which 
theoretical formulations were founded. 

Most literature that attempts to understand 
the FDI and MNCs or whatever was 
heavily influenced by the work from one 
place: Harvard ... It became the basis on 
which theoretical formulations were 
founded. The theoretical literature that 
devel0ped was for. a long time very 
country-specific and dominated by very 
large firms. It was very useful, but it was 
very one sided. It took a long time to 
realize the diversity in the population of 
TNCs 

The theoretical literature that devel
oped was for a long time very country
specific (the USA) and dominated by 
very large firms. It was very useful, but 
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it was very one sided. Il took a long 
time LO realize the diversity in the 
population or TNCs. 

Q. Do you mean that the database 
determined the theoretical approach? 

a. Ye.s, I really do believe thal. 

John Dunning has been incredibly 
influential. He developed his own particular 
framework back in the 70s. He did a 
tremendous job in building a conceptual 
framework on the internationalization of 
production. Even though his eclectic 
paradigm is essentially a set of boxes, I 
have very high regard for what he did 

Q. What about Ronald Coase's influence? 

a. He did not work on multinationals. 
He did a short paper when he was quite 
young. In "The Nature of the Firm" in 
Ecol1omiul, he founded the basis of 
what became much of the analysis on 
internali/.alion and transaction costs 
and the Ii ke. In fact, he does not 
mention internalization at all. He wrote 
Oil risk, unCerLailllY, and so on. It is 
interesting how inlluential it was a long 
Lime after he wrote the paper. It was 
picked lip mainly by some writers on 
TNCs who were searching for theory, 
such as the notion of internalization in 
Alan Rugman, Peter Buckley and Mark 
Casson and others. In this particular 
area or work John Dunning has been 
incredibly inlluential. He developed his 
own parlicular framework back in the 
70s. He did a tremendous joh in 
building a conceptual rramework on 
the intel1lationalization or production. 
Even though his eclectic paradigm is 

essentially a set of hoxes, I have very 
high regard for what he did. 

Q. I think Dunning's contribution is very 
useful. Do you think so? 

a. That is quite righL. The reason I tind 
Dunning's work lIseful is that he has 
the courage, particularly as an econo
mist, to go olltside the houndaries of 
his discipline. Because the existing 
body of theories was not satisfactory, 
he drew upon work in a valiely of 
different areas. So, he drew upon 
internati onal trade theory, ind lIsttial 
organization theory, loealional theory, 
and other fields. He did it at a lime 
when it was not fashionable at ali, 
especially in economics. The main 
problem in Dunning's model, I think, i" 
that you can put everything into it. But 
it does not tell you much about how 
they connect together; it does nO[ tell 
you much about the intelTelationships 
between its elements. At the very end, 
Dunning is a great pragmatisL. 

The main problem in Dunning's model, I 
think, is that you can put everything into n. 
But it does not tell you much about how 
they connect together; it does not tell you 
much about the interrelationships between 
its elements 

Q. Referring to your book Global Shift, 
what chapters would your recommend for 
a course on TNCs? 

a. I think that there are three or four 
core chapters for a course nn interna
tionalbusinesscs. They are the chapters 
on technology, on the political system, 
and on the TNCs. At the moment, 
there is a chapter which summarizes 
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the theories on TNCs; it is separated 
from the discussion of global organi
zation and reorganization of economic 
activity by the chapter on the political 
dimension. I am going to change that in 
the third edition of Global Shift, which 
is in the next year, 1997. I want to 
make things tighter, especially those 
that are the conceptual core of the 
book. 

Q. Would you mind providing more detail 
on changes to the third edition of Global 
Shift? 

a. It is a large book. The publishers do 

not want it to be bigger. At the mo
ment, I am rethinking the next edition 
and a number of things to reorganize. 
One of the things that I have become 
more and more interested in is the 
interrelationship between finns and 
states. However, the broad frame will 
stay very much the same. I will make 
much more explicit how the TNC
states interdependency shapes the 
global economy and to stress more the 
interaction elements within the context 
of technology. I will also rethink the 
issue of bargaining, which is more 
important than the credit I gave it. I 
would certainly relocate that in a 
different part of the book, much more 
in the context of the firm-state 
interactions, ahout the middle part of 
the book. The strong empirical 
chapters, two and Lhree, one is on trade 
and the other on investment, I am 
going to compress into one chapter and 
I am going Lo summarize them a lot 
more. 1 can make more room 
elsewhere for additional materiaL I 
want to put in other parts of the book 
things other than simply moving things 
around. The structure will remain the 
same; it works. So I am going to 
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change the order of those conceptual 
core chapters, as I said before, take 
some things out and writing some more 
things in. 

Q. Global Shift covers a wide range of 
topics. How did you prepare yourself for 
such a broad intelle'ctual task? 

a. When I stopped working on the 
local material in 1980, I had a couple 
of years where I did not do anything 
much more than read and think; I did 
not write very much. I worked a litlle, 
just trying to reorient myself. That 
preparation was not palticularly di
rected; I just was aware that I needed 
to collect data, obviously, that is 
straightforward. The main problem was 
trying to develop an explanatory 
framework. I spent a lot of time on 
that. I spent four more time trying to 
develop the structure than I probably 
did in writing the book. Once the 
empirical data were collected (it took a 
lot of time) and I had the framework, I 
could write it relatively quickly. The 
frame was the problem. It was uial and 
error, without any doubt at alL 

When I decided to do the book, I 
did not have any conception of the risk 
I was taking. I knew what I wanted to 
do, but I really did not grasp the 
scale. If you start writing something 
with "global" in the title, you suffer to 
produce such immense scope. In the 
first edition, I did not really fully 
appreciate what 1 had done at the end 
of it. I will tell you what I mean by 
that. Occasionally people tell me about 
things 1 wrote, and I think "Did I really 
say that, did I really make these 
poinL~?" So 1 leamed quite a lot from 
what people said I had done . . . 
Sometimes the best person to judge is 
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not yourself, but somebody from 
outside. 

Q. Do you remember which chapters 
came first? 

a. 1 think I wrote it through more or 
less consecutively, more or less. ] am 
sure I did. 

I spent four more time trying to develop the 
structure than I probably did in writing the 
book (Global Shift) 

Q. Do you find different the Peter Dicken in 
1996 from that writing Location in Space in 
1972? 

a. I can recognize myself in the 1970s. 
I do not think I have changed that 
much in the way I think. I like to 
believe r continue to develop intellec
tually; I like to think I continue to be 
open to ideas, be responsive to change. 
At the same time, I also like to think 
that I have pursued, at the core of what 
I do, a fairly consistent line: this partic
ular interest in films. When I see many 
people moving away from what they 
were doing, I think "Maybe they are 
light," but I feel encouraged by the 
kind of things I always I have been 
interested in for 25 years or more. My 
interest is much broader than before, 
for sure. But I can recognize the 
central thread. If you put it the other 
way around, if you had asked me in 
1972 where I thought I was going 
academically, what I would do in the 
next ten years, I would [lrobably have 
said: publishing a book on the North
west of England. 
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Q. Are you now less ambitious than in 
1972? 

a. I was never ambitious, honestly. 
Partly because I came into academic 
life older than most teachers in 
England. I came into it by accident; I 
never intended to have an academic 
life. I came into the system in 1966 
when in Britain there was a sudden 
opening up of job opp0l1unities in 
universities. There was a whole num
ber of universities being formed; the 
system was expanding. I had offers of 
three jobs. I went back to Manchester. 
I was very lucky, I got into the sys
tem really by accident; I did not see 
myself as being dliven by such 
thoughts as, "I must achieve this," "I 
must achieve that." I just came into it, I 
liked it, I enjoyed what I did. I really 
enjoyed researching and writing. I have 
never been ambitious in the sense or 
deliberately seeking out promotional 
things; I have been ambitious in the 
sense of wanting what I do to be 
respected. My ambitions are to do 
what I have been doing, to interact 
with people in different environments 
and to gain all the benefiL<; of an 
academic existence without being a 
closet academician. 

I feel encouraged by the kind of things I 
always I have been interested in for 25 
years or more. My interest is mucll broader 
than before, for sure. But I can recognize 
the centrai thread 

Q. What is your daily work routine? 

a. I am a creature or habit and routine, 
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a fact which amuses many ,)f my 
colleagues. I have a very clear routine. 
I go into the Department every day, 
partly because I an1 chaimlan, head of 
the Department, so I need to be there 
anyway. But I probably will do the 
same in the future, I get into the 
Department about 7:15- 7:20 a.m. I am 
the only person there at that time, 
usually. I make myself some fresh made 
coffee, very strong, I get out my 
Financial Times, I put on Radio 3, 
which is the classical music channel, 
and I drink my coffee. I read through 
the Financial Times, and I clip out 
matelial I am interested in, while I am 
listening to music. There is no 
telephone. That occupies me that part 
of the morning. I tile my Financial 
Times within a huge system with 
matcIial from it and the Economist. 
Then, either I continue reading or I 
wlite in the momings as a rule, I have 
found the momings up (0 lunch time 
the most productive. I have found it 
much harder to wlite creatively in the 
afternoons. I eat a banana about 10:20 
a.m. I probably would have a cup of 
tea with colleagues at the Department 
hy 11:00. Then, I have an early lunch 
by ]2:15. Since I have a very early 
breakfast, by 12:15 I am hungry. I only 
eat a light lunch; I do not have a big 
lunch as you do. Then, I often spend an 
hour reading some newspapers. I go 
back and do most or the routine things 
in the aftemoons. I have tended to do 
routine things in the aftemool1s: collect 
some data I need from the libraries, 
maybe read some academic papers, or 
just revise material I have read in the 
momings. I do not do many new things 
in the afternoons. Sometimes when I 
am under pressure I do. I find I need a 
very clear, systematic way of working. 

You have to find the way that works 
[or you. I have a colleague who starts 
working at 10 o'clock at night and 
works until 3:00-4:00 am. I cannot do 
that at all. I finish my working day 
about 6:30 p.m. and get home by 7:00. 
Nowadays, I rarely work in the 
evenings. I used to work in the 
evenings. I still do some work on 
Sunday mornings, but I do not work on 
Saturdays, ever. I like to have a day 
with nothing at all. I do not do as much 
on the weekends as I used to do. Now 
I begin to feel "If I work a pretty long 
day from Monday to Ftiday, if I am 
working efficiently, I should have 
enough done by that time." If you do 
this kind or work seriously, you will 
tind a system that works for you. And 
that works for me. 

I do not work on Saturdays, ever. I like to 
have a day with nothing at all. I do not do 
as much on the weekends as I used to do. 
Now I begin to feel "If I work a pretty long 
day from Monday to Friday, if I am working 
efficiently, I should have enough done by 
that time" 

Q. Do you have a specific place and 
methodology to get your ideas? 

Q, There are all kinds of different 
places, While I am shaving; very rarely 
duting the night. I do not often wake 
up. I know people that, in the middle of 
the night get a pad and write down 
ideas. I do not have wake ups, so I do 
not do that. When I am dliving from 
work. It is kind or random. What I do 
find is that with the usual problem of 
dealing with a blank sheet or paper 
(which I still find very hard), I pretend 
that I an1 not really starting. I just 
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scribble a few things down. Sometimes 
you already wlite a page and you think 
"Well, I have stuff that is working." It 
is awful ifI have to sit down and start a 
paper or chapter now. I cannot easily 
do that. I am a creature of the 
precomputer age. I only recently got to 
the stage of writing directly on the 
screen. Of course, I have some 
previou:s drafts. Whatever I do, I spend 
a lot of time planning. It reduces the 
blockage. If you produce a very 
detailed plan, you are a long way along 
the road to producing the essence. All 
you have to do is fill in the details. 
Maybe I have planning blocks more 
than I have "wliting blocks".When that 
happens, I do something else; that 
usually helps. 

What I do find with the usual problem of 
trying to deal with a blank sheet of paper (I 
still find ij very hard), is pretending that I 
am not really starting. I just scribble a few 
things down. Sometimes you already write 
a page and you think "Well, I have stuff 
that is working." It is awful if I have to sit 
down and start a paper or chapter now 
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Criptografia en el diseiio de portada' 

El detective Sherlock Holmes, en una transposiciones regulares que forma
de las historias creadas pOl' Conan do por una vertical y dos horizontales; 
Doyle, solucionaba el misteIio de un distribuyen el cuerpo humano en seis 
climen descifrando el valor eSlegano partes, cada una de las cuales se sirve 
gnHico de unos mufiecos que aparecian de un a1fabeto autonomo; segun se 
en los muros de la casa en donde ve en la tabla que se acompafia. 
{)Cun'fa el succso. 
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EI procedimiento ingenioso del 
autor present6 en aqucllos tiempos una 
novedad en Ia matelia, pues aquellos 
mufiecos, en apatiencia infantiIes, con
tcnfan Ia clave para solucionar el miste
lio. 

El significado gnHico de los 
mufiecos era el disfraz de mayor habi
lidad conocido hasta Ia fecha. Cada 
mufieco cra una figura ctiptognifica en 
la que la cabeza. tronco y cada una de 
las extremidades COlTespondfan a una 
letra del alfahcto. 

Dado 10 ingenioso del procedi
miento y puesto que ya rue publicado 
en su dia pOl' el autcH', damos a conti
nuaci6n un esteganograma a base de 

• Tomado de Jacinto Ventura Pages, 
CriplOgrajla (Buenos Aires: Ed. Molino, 
1947). 

Disponiendo de los alfabetos conve
nidos vamos a cliptografiar: "No te ffeg 
de las apmiencias, que cuando men os 
10 piensas salta la liebre". Y aplicare
mos las letras por el siguiente orden 
numerico: 1 y 2 vel1ical; 3 y 4 holi
zontal; 5 y 6 hOlizontal infe-Iior. 

3 2 4 
5 6 

Y cl texlo quedan! reparlido en lres 
Hncas, de la siguienle forma: 

N ESE Q NO EA L 
TOE DSE PM eN I EUC OD M LSO S N A TL A E I B 
FILARIASUAENPISSLARE 
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para ser representado por esta sucesi6n 

de m ufiecos. 
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Energy and speed" 

I. Decibels 

The loudness of a sound is measured 

by the size of its vibrations: this is 

measured in decibels (dB). 


II.Decibel scale 

The dB scale is relalive and increases 
exponentially, beginning with the small
est sound change that can be heard by 
humans (0-1 dB). A 20 dB sound is 10 
times louder than a 10 dB sound; a 30 
is 100 times as loud as that. Noises at 
the level of 120-130 dB can cause pain 
in humans; higher levels can cause 
penuanent ear damage. The dB ratings 
(at certain distances) of some common 
noises are listed below. 

III. Wave amplitude 

Amplitude (a) is the distance between a 
wave peak or trough and an intenuedi
ate line of equilibl1um. The greater the 
amount of energy transmitted in a 
sound wave, the greater is the wave's 
amplitude and the louder the sound 
heard. 

•• Reprinted from The Diagram Group, 
Mea:mrements & Conversions (U.S.A.: Ed. 
Running Press, 1994). 

A 0 dB human minimum A dB 
audibility 

B 30 dB sofl whisper at J5 ft 10 
C 50 dB inside urban home 
055 dB 
E 60 dB 

light Iraff,c at 50 It 
wllverSlII;on m 3 It 

20 

F 85 dB pneumatic drill ~t 
50 II 30 

G 90 dB heavy Iraille at 

5011 40 
H 100 dB loud ,hout al ~O n 
I 105 dB ,H1pl;III" lilhl'-olT 50 

al 1,om It 
J ~ 17 dB illside 1"II-volulIle 60 

diSCO 

K 120 dB uirplailC lake-orr 70 
a! 20011 

L 130 dB paUl Ihreshold I'DI' 

hlHlHIIIS 
80 

M 140 dB airplalh'lake-nlr 
at 1(~) ft 90 

100 
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130 
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IV. Energy needs by activity 

ActiVity o Women • Men 

A Sleeping 230 kJ; 55 kcal 272 kJ; 65 keal 

B Sitting 293 kJ; 70 keal 377 kJ; 90 kcal 

C Standing 419 kJ; 100 keal 502 kJ; 120 kcal 

D Walking 754 kJ; 180 kca! 921 kJ; 220 keal 

E Walking (uphill) 1.507 kJ; 360 keal 1,842 kJ; 440 keal 

F Runmg 1.759 kJ; 420 kcal 2.512 kJ; 600 kcal 

Kilojoules (kJ) per hour 
o 500 1,000 1,500 2,000 2.500 
I It! I J 

A~B_ 

c~ 
D'-----) 

E!'~~~~~~ 

F'• ................... 


f .-- --,···~-·~···-·r----r---- .-,-- ~-··I 

o 100 200 300 400 500 600 
Kilocalories (kcal) per hour 
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Men lise more kilocalOlies than women VI. Energy values of selected foods 
for all activities around, and hecallse 

Kilojoules/grams 
women usually have more body fat and 25 
so need less energy to retain body heat. 

Butter 

V. The Beaufort scale Cheese 

Honey
The speed of wind is measured by us
ing the Beaufort Scale, based on easily Bread 

observable factors such as tree move Meal 
ment. smoke behavior, and damage 
incurred. It was devised by a 19th Egg 

century British admiral, Sir Francis Chicken 

Beaufort. 
PotatoAs air moves across the surface 

of the Earth, its direction is determined Cod 

by such factors as the Eanh' s rotation, 
variations in temperature, air pressure, 

Milk 

and land features such as mountains. Apple 
--.Listed below are examples showing the 

0 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
effects of wind as measured on the Kilocalories/grams 

Beat(/,ort Scale, the variety of winds 
that are measured, and the range of 
speeds to which Lhey apply. 

• The effects of wind considering its variety and range of speeds 

mph 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 

I I I I 

~ ~ ~/,~ \~ \ x=:t= 
01 ~, I_ t:J ... ,~ \({k,\ -- ~ lD :
II III 2 J 4 r; "6'!t 7" 8 F 1. 9 la' . 10 ~ 11 12 ~ 
Wind lorce 

Number Description Speed range mph Number Characlerisllcs 

Force 0 Calm Below t Force 0 Smoke rises straight up 
Force 1 Ugh! 31f 1-3 Force Smoke shows wind direction 

Force 2 Light breele 4-7 Force W,nd fell on face 

Force 3 Genlle breeze 8-12 Force flag e)(\enos 
Force 4 Moderate breeze 13-18 Force 4 Dust and paper blow in wind 
Force S- Fresh breele 19-74 Force 5 Small trees sway In wind 

Force 6 Strong breele 25-31 Force Umbrellas are difficult to use 

Force 7 Moderate gale 32-38 Force 7 Dilllcu!! to slana up in wind 

Force 8 Fresh gale 39-46 Force 8 Twigs breilk off trees 

Force 9 Strong gale 47-54 Force 9 Chimney tops ,mo hies are dlstodged 

Force 10 Whole gale 55-G3 Force 10 Trees are lIprooted 

Force 11 Storm 64-75 Force 11 Extensive damage 

Force t2 Hurricane Over 75 Force 12 Extremely violent 



